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ABSTRACT 

Background: Sleep problem is associated with children with Autism Spectrums 

Disorder (ASD), and it is well documented in many studies. However, the effect of 

sleep problems on Activities of Daily living (ADLs) is less focused. 

Aim: The goal of the study was to determine the relationship between sleep quality and 

Activities of Daily living in children with ASD. 

Method: The study was conducted by a cross-sectional quantitative study design 

through face-to-face survey among 80 participants who are parents of children with 

ASD. All the participants were taken through a purposive sampling technique. The age 

range of the children was 5 -17 years, where n=63(78.8%) was boys, and n=17(21.3%) 

was girls. All participants received services from the Centre for the Rehabilitation of 

the Paralysed (CRP) and the Autism Welfare Foundation (AWF). All the children's 

diagnoses were confirmed through the pediatric Occupational Therapist. To identify 

sleep quality, used Children’s Sleep Habit Questionnaires (CSHQ) and a Self-

developed questionnaire were used for ADLs performance measurement. Fisher Exact 

test is conducted to determine the association between age, medication, and sleep 

quality and Spearman's analysis for correlation between sleep quality and ADLs 

performance in descriptive analysis using SPSS-26 pro. 

Result: Results suggested that Children with ASD with sleep problems had a negative 

relationship with ADLs engagement but not Significant. More specifically, children 

with ASD face difficulty in sleep and ADLs engagement. Around 90% of ASD children 

suffer from sleep disorders, where the mean score was 47.45, SD (±6.71664) among 80 

children. Approximately 41.3% needed minimum assistance on self-care activities, and 

100% of children were independent in their mobility-related activities. Additionally, 
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this study did not find any association between age range and medicine effect on the 

sleep quality of children with ASD. 

Conclusion: These results suggested that sleep had a negative relationship with ADLs 

engagement, but most children have more significant sleep problems and ADLs 

difficulties. However, sleep plays a vital role in developing children's physical, mental, 

and social well-being. The current studies did not explore specific sleep characteristics 

and their relation with ADLs. So future research should be conducted to determine the 

specific relationship between sleep problems and ADLs. 

Keywords: Sleep Problem, Activities of Daily Living, Children with Autism
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurological disease distinguished by difficulties 

speaking and interacting with others, having few interests, and exhibiting repetitive 

behaviors that limit participation in activities at school, work, and other spheres of life, 

according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) (APA, 

2013).  

Globally One in every 100 children thought to be affected by autism (WHO, 2022). 

ASD prevalence in Bangladesh is about to range from 0.15 to 0.8% and may exceed 

3% in metropolitan areas (Hossain et al., 2017). Urban locations have higher rates of 

ASD due to faster diagnosis and better medical care (Sultana et al., 26 May 2021). And 

it's more common in boys than in girls (Akhter et al., 2022; Hossain et al., 2017; 

Rahman et al., 2016). Nowadays, it's become a concerning issue globally. Day by day, 

the prevalence rate increased which increasing parental stress and hampering their 

quality of life (Akhter et al., 2022; Hossain et al., 2017; Naik & Vajaratkar, 2019; 

Rahman et al., 2016; Sikora et al., 2012; Sultana et al., 26 May 2021; Yavuz-Kodat et 

al., 2020). 

Studies indicated sleep problems are associated with autism severity (Fadini et al., 

2015; Richdale & Schreck, 2009). In the World sleep problem prevalence rate with 

ASD is around 50%-80% (Yavuz-Kodat et al., 2020). Besides, most of the children 

with ASD in Bangladesh has been suffering from sleep problem (94.00% vs 87.50% 

)when compared to a child without a disability (Sultana et al., 26 May 2021). At least 

one type of sleep disorder common in children with ASD like-Parasomnia, Insomnia, 

hypersomnia, sleep breathing disorder, or daytime sleepiness (Fadini et al., 2015; Liu 
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et al., 2006; Richdale & Schreck, 2009; Souders et al., 2009), etc. Almost 28.5% of 

ASD reported taking sleep-related medications vs 0.3% without disability child 

(Sultana et al., 26 May 2021). Even with medication, their sleep-related problems do 

not resolve (Souders et al., 2009). Meanwhile, developmental delay is empirically 

relevant to sleep disorders. The research found that children with a sleep disorder are 

developmentally delayed compared to good sleepers (Johnsona et al., 2019; Kamara & 

Beauchaine, 2019; Mannion & Leader, 2013; Schoen et al., 2017).  

However, the study indicated that children with ASD participate less in activities than 

typically developing children (LeVesser & Berg, 2011; Rodger & Umaibalan, 2011). 

Most children with ASD depend on their parents to perform their Daily necessary 

activities (JahanSonia, 2020). Research indicates that the circadian rhythm, sleep cycle 

of rest, and daily tasks are related to behavioral challenges in children with autism 

(Yavuz-Kodat et al., 2020). Additionally, reduced behavioral issues are linked to good 

sleep productivity  (Yavuz-Kodat et al., 2020). Similarly, children with ASD who have 

sleep issues during the daytime exhibit externalizing (aggression, impulsivity, and 

control issues) and internalizing (withdrawal, anxiety, and sadness) behavior (Johnsona 

et al., 2019; Kamara & Beauchaine, 2019; Papadopoulos et al., 2019). Sleep problems 

and physical inactivity are frequently observed in children with ASD. Additionally, the 

sleep patterns of children with autism are correlated with physical activity; more 

specifically, the physically active children slept better overall (Allik et al., 2006; Sikora 

et al., 2012; Wachob & Lorenzi, 2015), they found positive relation with sleep quality 

and ADLs engagement. On the other hand, fewer studies reported that children with 

ASD have sleep problems and difficulty performing daily activities but did not find a 

positive relationship between sleep problems and daily activities (Sikora et al., 2012). 
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Meanwhile, it's become an important issue better to understand the relationship between 

sleep quality and ADLs engagement. 

This perspective is still not explored in Bangladesh, but the prevalence rate of autism 

with sleep problems is high. Also, they are suffered from many activities participation 

where the influencing factor may be sleeping quality. In the existing literature, most of 

the study focused on child sleep problem, but how sleep affects ADLs of a child with 

ASD are not explored. This current study will help to identify the relationship between 

sleep and ADLs Engagement. 

1.2 Justification of the Study 

The development of children's motor, communicative, social, cognitive, and daily life 

skills is impacted by various sleep disorders (Taylor et al., 2012). According to Taylor, 

the development of an ASD child's daily functioning skills will be affected if health 

professionals do not prioritize sleep intervention. Treatment for children's development 

of their various skills will be insufficient without erosion sleep issues (Taylor et al., 

2012). Children's daytime functioning may improve with the treatment of sleep issues 

(Schoen et al., 2017). Because of this, the author advised treating sleep disorders and 

urged further investigation. 

Occupational therapists in Bangladesh are crucial in treating children with ASD to 

develop their skills. But they need to concentrate more on a vital area like sleep, which 

affects a child's physical, mental, and social development. Through this study, Health 

care provider will get evidence of how sleep problem affects the ADLs engagement of 

child with ASD. This research will help healthcare providers to design treatment 

strategies for children with ASD. Improve knowledge of the connections between sleep 

quality and ADLs engagement and fill the gap in the autism research community. 
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Additionally, this study will generate new knowledge regarding how children generally 

engage in ADLs and their sleep quality. Proper sleep performance will be more critical 

to a parent or other person who looks after a child with ASD. 

1.3 Operational Definition 

1.3.1 Autism Spectrums Disorder  

Autism spectrum disorder is a condition related to brain development that impacts how 

a person perceives and socializes with others, causing problems in social interaction 

and communication. The disorder also includes limited and repetitive patterns of 

behavior (Myoclinic, 2021). 

1.3.2 Sleep Quality 

Sleep quality refers to one's happiness with one's sleep experience; sleep quality 

qualities include sleep efficiency, sleep delay, sleep duration, and wake after sleep onset 

(WASO)(Nelson et al., 2021).  

1.3.3 Activities of Daily Living  

The activities of daily living (ADLs) are a term used to collectively describe 

fundamental skills required to independently care for oneself, such as eating, bathing, 

and mobility. The term activities of daily living were first coined by Sidney Katz in 

1950 (Edemekong et al., 2021). 

1.3.4 Ambulating  

The degree to which a person can independently moving from one place to another 

while walking (Edemekong et al., 2021). 

1.3.5 Feeding  

The ability of a person to feed oneself (Edemekong et al., 2021). 
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1.3.6 Dressing  

The ability to select appropriate clothes and put the clothes on (Edemekong et al., 2021). 

1.3.7 Personal Hygiene 

The ability to bathe and groom oneself and maintain dental hygiene, nail, and hair 

care(Edemekong et al., 2021). 

1.3.8 Continence  

 The ability to control bladder and bowel function (Edemekong et al., 2021). 

1.3.9 Toileting  

The ability to get to and from the toilet, use it appropriately, and clean oneself 

(Edemekong et al., 2021).  

1.3.10 Engagement 

The Canadian Model of Occupational Performance refers to engagement with the 

broader emotional and cognitive factors that may be associated with the occupation. 

Performance of occupation may provide a means to engagement; however, it is not 

necessary for engagement, acknowledging that an individual may engage in occupation 

passively (Black et al., 2019). 

1.4 Study Question, Aim, and Objectives  

1.4.1 Overarching Study Question 

What is the Relationship between sleep quality and ADLs engagement in children with 

ASD? 

1.4.2 Aim 

To find out sleep quality and ADLs engagement of children with ASD and the 

relationship between sleep quality and ADLs engagement. 
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1.4.3 Objective  

• To identify the overall sleep quality of children with ASD 

• To determine the association between Sleep quality and the age range of 

children with ASD 

• To determine the association between medication and sleep quality of children 

with ASD 

• To identify the level of ADLs engagement of children with ASD 

• To evaluate the Correlation between sleep quality and ADLs of children with 

ASD 
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW 

All children need enough good quality sleep for growth, development, and learning. 

This chapter provides information about sleep quality and ADLs participation in 

children with ASD in light of the existing literature review. Also, describe the factor 

associate with sleeping problems in children with ASD. Besides, it provides existing 

knowledge about an appropriate sleeping hour. Moreover, describe the basic ADLs 

participation of children with ASD. The chapter also discusses the key gap and provides 

an overview of the research. 

Figure 2.1 

Overview of literature review 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Note: this figure describes the overview of the literature review  
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2.1 Sleep 

A cross-sectional survey study that involved 167 ASD children, including 108 with 

autistic disorder, 27 with Asperger's syndrome, and 32 with additional diagnoses of 

ASD characteristics, was carried out in the USA in 2006. According to the study, most 

children suffer at least one sleep problem every night, including bedtime resistance, 

insomnia, parasomnias, Sleep Breathing Disorder (SBD), morning rise troubles, and 

daytime lethargy. Yet, dyssomnias and parasomnias were the most common disorders 

in children with ASD (Liu et al., 2006). Furthermore, bedtime resistance is associated 

with allergy symptoms, hypersensitivity, bed-sharing, and paternal sleeping problems, 

while insomnia and parasomnia are associated with daytime drowsiness.  

Another cross-sectional study in Brazil indicated that children with ASD, extending in 

age between 4 to 18 years, reported greater sleep problems than typically developing 

(TD) children. At the same time, the most visible problems are SBD. Furthermore, 

children with sleep disorders, not just ASD children but also TD children, experience 

behavioral issues and daytime tiredness as a result of their sleep problems (Fadini et al., 

2015). 

In addition, Margaret C. Souders in Philadelphia (Souders et al., 2009) did a descriptive 

cross-sectional research to compare the sleep habits of children with ASD to the sleep 

behavior of children with TD using both subjective and objective assessments. 

Furthermore, both subjective and empirical measurements revealed that ASD children 

have more sleep issues than TD children. However, this study indicated that day 

drowsiness is the most prevalent sleep disorder in both ASD and TD children, rather 

than SBD. 

Additionally, 151 ASD and 295 TDC who were in the 4–15 age range were interviewed 

in Bangladesh (Sultana et al., 26 May 2021). According to the study's findings, the 
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majority of children with ASD had sleep-related issues, such as short sleep duration, 

sleep anxiety, nocturnal awakenings due to parasomnias, and breathing problems 

during sleep, compared to children with typical developmental issues. Children with 

ASD and TD exhibit the same levels of resistance to bedtime, sleep onset delay, and 

daytime sleeping. 

Another study revealed that children with ASD have a higher prevalence of sleep issues. 

Several additional sleep disorders, such as insomnia, parasomnia, and circadian sleep 

disorder, were also discovered in this study. Unfortunately, the vast majority of children 

are unable to interact with their parents; thus, they often have no idea why they wake 

up at night or are thought to be experiencing parasomnia. Additionally, it has been 

discovered that ASD children are more likely to experience insomnia (settling issues, 

co-sleeping, night waking, low sleep efficiency, extended sleep latency, early 

awakening, challenging bedtime rituals, and daytime drowsiness). Although they 

recommend conducting studies with children who have developmental delays (DDs) to 

identify the precise outcome (Richdale & Schreck, 2009).  

2.1.1 Factors of Sleep Problem 

Richdale and Schreck conducted a clinical study over the previous ten years in Australia 

in 2009 to identify the variables connected to the likely cause, nature, and prevalence 

rate. According to the study, the incidence of sleep issues is linked to the severity of the 

symptoms of autism, chromosomal abnormalities, and familial factors. Based on this 

study's findings (Richdale & Schreck, 2009), parents' well-being is affected by their 

children's sleeping issues.  

Another research investigation showed that parental mental health, family structure, 

and quality of sleep all affect children's sleep(Mannion & Leader, 2013). 
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Problems with sleep are also greatly influenced by bedtime routines. Most parents 

struggle to keep up a nighttime schedule for their children. They never tried to do that 

again after that. Thus, it is discovered that sleep problems occur frequently among 

children with ASD who have inappropriate nighttime practices (Souders et al., 2009). 

Although age range is a significant factor in children with ASD's sleep issues, an 

investigation was done with children with ASD between the ages of 4 and 10 in 

Indonesia and Japan. It found that younger ASD children in Indonesia have more 

trouble sleeping. Due to the broad age range of ASD children in Japan, sleep issues are 

less common among children with ASD there (Irwanto et al., 2016). Although several 

studies suggest that there is no age difference between those who sleep well and those 

who do not (Johnsona et al., 2019; Mannion & Leader, 2013).   

Studies suggest That ASD children have taken medicine to improve sleep problems 

(Sultana et al., 26 May 2021). However, rather than taking medication for sleep issues, 

children with ASD take this for other symptoms. Despite parents' reports that 

medication cannot cure children's sleep issues, it lowers the severity of these problems.  

(Souders et al., 2009).   

2.1.2 Benefits of Sleep 

To provide an overview of the study on sleep issues in children with ASD, Mannion 

and Leader carried out a literature review in Ireland in 2013. This study examined the 

prevalence of sleep issues, the significance of researching sleep issues, and determined 

the value of sleep for everyday functioning (Mannion & Leader, 2013). For sustaining 

cognitive and emotional growth, proper sleep is essential. On the other hand, the 

frequency of sleep problems is linked to significant impacts on physical and mental 

health, further decreasing quality of life (Sultana et al., 26 May 2021; Yavuz-Kodat et 
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al., 2020). According to research, children who get enough sleep are physically and 

intellectually healthy. Getting enough sleep is crucial for special children's cognitive, 

behavioral, social, and general physical and mental health (Fadini et al., 2015; Kang et 

al., 2020; schrec et al., 2004). The child's everyday activities are influenced by sleep 

(Sikora et al., 2012). Ensure children get the proper amount of sleep so they have the 

energy required to complete the activities the following day (Kamara & Beauchaine, 

2019; Taylor et al., 2012).  
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2.1.3 Appropriate Sleeping Hour 

According to National Sleep Foundation recommendations, healthy individuals should 

sleep for 7 to 9 hours every night. To support their growth and development, babies, 

young children, and teenagers require significantly more sleep. Those over 65 should 

also obtain 7 to 8 hours each night (Hirshkowitz et al., 2015). Depending on the 

individual's circumstances, sleeping an hour more or shorter than the recommended 

amount may occasionally be acceptable (Suni, 2022). 

Table 2.1 

Recommended sleep hour by age group 

Age groups Age Range 
Recommended Hours of 

Sleep 

Newborn 0-3 months old 14-17 hours 

Infant 4-11 months old 12-15 hours 

Toddler 1-2 years old 11-14 hours 

Preschool 3-5 years old 10-13 hours 

School-age 6-13 years old 9-11 hours 

Teen 14-17 years old 8-10 hours 

Young Adult 18-25 years old 7-9 hours 

Adult 26-64 years old 7-9 hours 

Older Adult 65 or more years old 7-8 hours 

 Source: (Hirshkowitz et al., 2015; Suni, 2022)  
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2.2 Activities of Daily Living 

Activities of Daily Living are also known as Basic Activities of Daily Living, according 

to AOTA, 2002. Basic ADLs (BADLs), sometimes known as physical ADLs, are the 

abilities needed to take care of one's basic physical requirements, such as eating, 

clothing, using the restroom, transferring or ambulating, and maintaining personal 

hygiene or grooming (Pendleton & Schultz-Krohn, 2013; Radomski & Latham, 2002). 

For typical developmental children, ADLs developmental Milestone are: 

Table 2.2 

Activities of Daily Living developmental milestone of children 

ADLs 

Domain 

Age Range 

Ambulating Most children can walk independently at the age of 3 years, including 

stairs ups and down. 

Feeding Most of the child can feed independently at the age of 2.5 years 

Dressing Most of the children can dress independently at the age of 4 years 

except for shoo-laces, back buttons, or zippers. But at five years they 

can do all the things. 

Personal 

hygiene 

(Bathing, 

Brushing, 

nose care, 

combing 

hair) 

Most children can perform Personal hygiene activities in 3-6 years 

with supervision. But they can perform bathing independently from 4-

6 years and brushing in 3 years. 

 

Continence Children can manage their bowel and Bladder control at three years. 

But sometimes they can accidentally toilet at night 

Toileting 3 years 

Source: (Brisbane, 1965; Illingworth, 1997; Sense; Sheridan, 1973; Smith & Brien)Not 

all the child learns this is at the chat age range. It can be different for different children.  
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2.2.1 Feeding 

Feedings for ASD children vary depending on the type of food (Naik & Vajaratkar, 

2019). In 2019, a qualitative descriptive study with 20 participants was done in India to 

better understand the challenges that parents of children with ASD face while 

performing their children's ADLs. Furthermore, parents say that they have difficulty 

performing feeding tasks for their children. Maximize Children disliked the fragrance 

of food, as well as slimy and sticky foods. Additionally, they have difficulties 

swallowing or chewing food on their hand (Naik & Vajaratkar, 2019). Another cross-

sectional research in Bangladesh in 2020 with 40 children with ASD indicated that 

children require assistance to feed themselves with their fingers or with a spoon or fork, 

as well as to drink from a bottle or cup (JahanSonia, 2020). Feeding challenges in 

children with ASD are often classified into one of three types: (1) food selection, (2) 

food rejection, and (3) disruptive mealtime behaviors (Shabnam et al., 2019). Many 

studies characterize the source of eating issues differently. In his three case reports and 

literature review research, Hutchinson, 2001 showed that children with communication 

delays had the propensity to feed behavioral issues. (Hutchinson, 2001). Nonetheless, 

several reports from parents, physicians, and other health professionals have revealed 

that feeding behavioral difficulties with ASD children, particularly those with cognitive 

impairments, are common Furthermore, causes for the predominance of feeding issues 

in children with ASD, such as perseveration, impulsivity, fear of novelty, sensory 

impairments, deficiencies in social compliance, and biological food intolerance, have 

been identified (Cumine et al., 2000). Parental anxiety, reinforcement of negative 

feeding patterns, and communication difficulties have been proposed as additional 

social reinforcers that contribute to the persistence of maladaptive feeding behaviors in 
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this population (Shabnam et al., 2019), and these issues pose a significant challenge to 

parents and teachers (Schwarz, 2003). 

2.2.2 Personal Hygiene 

A Phenomenological research with 37 participants in America was conducted in 2017 

to gain caregivers' perceptions of the influence of the sensory environment on 

the involvement in the everyday activities of their young children with ASD. Parents 

said that they helped their children with personal hygiene tasks such as teeth brushing, 

hair maintenance, and bathing. However, the majority of people discover only 

meaningful activities for their children. As a result, they cannot become 

overburdened(Pfeiffer et al., 2017). JahanSonia discovered that the majority of ASD 

children are unable to participate in bathing activities. The majority of them require 

support (JahanSonia, 2020). Naik and Vajaratkar, on the other hand, found that parents 

can easily handle bathing activities since children like water but require help (Naik & 

Vajaratkar, 2019). However, other grooming activities, such as cutting hair, washing 

the face, combing hair, and cutting nails, are more difficult for parents to handle (Naik 

& Vajaratkar, 2019). 

2.2.3 Dressing 

Parents struggle with their child's dressing activities. Their children have several 

concerns with dressing activities, such as -cloth materials, printed garments, and clothes 

with tags and collars. One of their main worries was how to dress for school. Many 

parents noted that their children preferred loose gowns to tight-fitted dresses. Another 

parent stated that their kid employed unusual methods for conducting clothing tasks and 

that many of them require assistance in donning dresses. This troubling issue adds to 

parental stress and wastes their time (Naik & Vajaratkar, 2019). Furthermore, 
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JahanSonia discovered that the majority of the children required assistance in dressing 

their top and lower bodies (JahanSonia, 2020).  

2.2.4 Ambulating 

Motor coordination problems are common in ASD children. A database search in the 

United States in 2010 found 83 ASD studies focusing on motor coordination, arm 

movements, gait, or postural stability problems. According to this study, persons with 

ASD have significant motor deficits when compared to neurologically normal control 

groups. Indeed, the precise results of this investigation give compelling evidence for 

the hypothesis that people with ASD are less coordinated and have fewer motor skills. 

It was discovered that ASD children exhibit different motor performance than normally 

developing controls. Meanwhile, people with ASD showed substantial abnormalities in 

upper- and lower-extremity motor skills. The author additionally believes that motor 

problems are related to aberrant brain neuroanatomy (KA et al., 2010). Another study 

in Norway in 2017 found that children with ASD achieved independent walking 

significantly later than children with non-ASD diagnoses. The study included 376 

children with a clinical diagnosis of any ASD and 114 children with suspected autistic 

symptoms but no clinical ASD diagnosis. Delays in the age of first walking were related 

to greater symptom severity in ASD children, according to the study (Reindal et al., 

2019).  

2.2.5 Toileting 

A study was conducted in Ireland in 2018 with 127 samples from various countries such 

as Ireland, the United Kingdom, the United States of America, Australia, Canada, and 

other countries to investigate the frequency and type of toileting problems present in 

children and adolescents with ASD. They discovered that half of the participants have 

toileting issues, and the majority of children require assistance with toileting activities. 
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Furthermore, the majority of them are unable to participate in toileting activities 

following prompting. (Leader et al., 2018). ASD Children require assistance when 

performing the toileting activity  (JahanSonia, 2020). Most parents use different toilet 

training strategies for their children (Pfeiffer et al., 2017). On the other hand, parents 

indicate that toileting problems are more related to sleep problems (Leader et al., 2018). 

Another study discovered that younger children learned better about toileting than older 

children. (Smith & Smith, 1977). 

2.2.6 Continence 

When compared to TD children, children with ASD had reduced urinary tract 

symptoms (LUTS). In 2015, another research with 40 cases and 42 controls was found 

in Germany to determine the prevalence of incontinence LUTS and psychological 

symptom abnormalities in children with ASD compared to controls. They discovered 

nocturnal enuresis (NE) and daytime bowel and bladder control most empirically. 

Furthermore, children with LUTS have more behavioral issues Children with ASD have 

LUTS when compared to TD children. Another study was found in Germany in 2015, 

with 40 cases and 42 control, to identify the prevalence of incontinence LUTS and 

psychological symptom disorders in children with ASD compared to controls. They 

found most empirically nocturnal enuresis (NE) and daytime bowel and bladder control. 

Moreover, the child who faces LUTS has higher behavioral problems (Gontard et al., 

2015). Another study of literature in 2010 in Switzerland found that nocturnal enuresis 

is more frequent among ASD children. Additionally, drug side effects exacerbate the 

problem of incontinence. Constipation and gastrointestinal disorders are the most 

prevalent (Gontard et al., 2021)  
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2.3 Sleep and ADLs 

Sleep quality has been linked to everyday behavioral functioning. In France, 2020, a 

clinical trial study with 52 children to determine the relationship between sleep 

problems and behavioral difficulties discovered that high irritability and stereotyped 

behavior were associated with shorter periods of sleep performance compared to low 

irritability and stereotyped behavior(Yavuz-Kodat et al., 2020) and behaviors are also 

associated with ADLs participation (Abel et al., 2018). Furthermore, adequate sleep 

quality increases the quality of life for both parents and children (Akhter et al., 2022; 

Hossain et al., 2017; Naik & Vajaratkar, 2019; Rahman et al., 2016; Sikora et al., 2012; 

Sultana et al., 26 May 2021; Yavuz-Kodat et al., 2020).  

Another cross-sectional clinical study with 101 participants in Brazil discovered that 

both TDC and ASD children had behavioral problems with sleep disorders, while ASD 

children have more behavioral challenges (Fadini et al., 2015) 

In addition, a randomized clinical trial with two groups of young children with ASD, 

excellent sleepers versus bad sleepers, was done in America in 2019 with 177 

participants. They also discovered that poor sleepers had considerably more daytime 

behavioral difficulties, including  irritability, hyperactivity, social disengagement, and 

stereotyped behaviors (Johnsona et al., 2019) 

Another literature review indicated that daytime demanding conduct is connected with 

sleep issues. Compulsive, ritualistic, and repetitive behavior is more common (Mannion 

& Leader, 2013). 

Sikora et al., 2012 found a negative relationship between sleep problems and daytime 

behaviors in cohort studies with 3452 children aged 4 to 10 years. The research was 

carried out at 14 locations around the country to identify the relationship between sleep 
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problems and daytime behavior. According to the author, youngsters may use various 

coping mechanisms (Sikora et al., 2012). 

Some studies have found that children with ASD and sleep disorders had more 

stereotyped behaviors, social difficulties, and emotional problems, as well as larger 

deficits in social and academic performance (Allik et al., 2006; Reynolds & Malow, 

2011; schrec et al., 2004)  

Nonetheless, children with strong social skills succeed in activity participation. A 

longitudinal research carried out in the United States in 2014 to extend activity 

engagement across 713 samples of school-age children with ASD showed that ASD 

children's daily life activities are connected with their social skills (Little et al., 2014). 

Although it is a longitudinal study, the time is not mentioned.  

Taylor predicts an essential link between sleep disorders and everyday adaptive 

functioning deficits. Those who slept less each night on average had larger deficiencies 

in abilities needed to execute ordinary daily living tasks (e.g., hygiene, eating, toileting, 

etc.) when he did research with 315 participants in the US to figure out the association 

between sleep issues and daytime cognitive and functional skills to complete daily 

living tasks. According to the study, children who experienced sleep disorders had more 

motor difficulty doing regular tasks such as pouring water from a glass and combing 

hair (Taylor et al., 2012). 

A pilot study that involved nine children in North America in 2015 found a favorable 

association between sleep issues and physical activity performance. Furthermore, 

children with trouble undertaking daily physical activities are less likely to sleep 

effectively at night (Wachob & Lorenzi, 2015). 
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Many studies have revealed that children with ASD experience sleep issues that 

interfere with their everyday activities (Wachob & Lorenzi, 2015). 

Many studies have revealed that children with ASD experience sleep issues that 

interfere with their everyday activities (Allik et al., 2006; Papadopoulos et al., 2019; 

Sikora et al., 2012) 

2.4 Recommendation for Sleep Intervention 

Children with ASD require sleep intervention (Papadopoulos et al., 2019). Taylor 

advocated for sleep intervention to help children with ASD with social, behavioral, and 

cognitive issues. Sleep intervention has been shown to reduce daytime drowsiness and 

enhance overall life quality in children with ASD and their parents (Taylor et al., 2012). 

Manion and leader found a guideline for sleep intervention in their study. They 

specified seven therapeutic stages that help children enhance their social, behavioral, 

and cognitive performance. Like-1.  Every ASD child should get a sleep disorder 

evaluation.2. Determine the possible source of the sleep disturbance.3. Identify a 

therapy approach for sleep issues. 4. Parental education and behavior modification. 5. 

Medication requirements, and finally,7. Follow-up (Mannion & Leader, 2013). 

However, another study found that with parental instruction and behavioral 

intervention, sleep hygiene can significantly improve children's daytime activities 

(Schoen et al., 2017). 
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2.5 Summary of Key Gap  

• Above most of the studies, the sample has varieties of age ranges. However, 

most of the studies explore 4-10 years. So other age groups are not identified. 

Hence current studies sample the age range of 5-17 years, which incredibly 

explores more age groups. 

• The diagnosis of ASD children was parents reported. Some studies did not 

focus on pure ASD children. 

• Maximum publication of the article between 2001 to 2016, which can be 

changed in the present time. So, the current study will facilitate new evidence 

in the present time. 

• Some studies’ sample size was small, and the study methodology was not 

clear or not mentioned in their studies. 

• Many of study were Qualitative and pilot studies. Hence These study results 

cannot be generalizable to all populations.  

• Most of the studies discuss the above sleep problems in children with ASD 

and describe sleep problems as an influencing factor in behavioral, and social 

communication difficulties and less adaptive functioning and daytime 

performance based on academic performance or parent reports. The study 

result is not directly relevant to the specific domain of ADLs. 

• In Bangladesh, no evidence was studied in relevant Sleep and ADLs 

engagement of children with ASD. So, another context is not the same as the 

Bangladeshi context. This study will explore this area.  

• Also, the relevant study in the USA, Australia, France, Canada, Switzerland, 

and Brazil children with ASD were less focused worldwide. But literature 

strongly supports that there is a relationship between sleep quality and ADLs 
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engagement. Sleep is very important, especially the children with ASD; it may 

be a concern in managing a child’s condition. 
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CHAPTER III: METHODS 

3.1 Study Design (Method, Approach) 

3.1.1 Study Method 

This research is followed by a quantitative study design. The process of gathering and 

interpreting numerical data is known as quantitative research. It can be used to identify 

trends and averages, formulate hypotheses, examine causality, and extrapolate findings 

to larger populations (Bhandari, 2022). Hence student researcher used this method to 

find out the relationships between sleep quality and ADLs in children with ASD and 

analyzed numerical data. This method is the most applicable method according to 

study's aim and objectives.  

3.1.2 Study Approach 

In this study, the student researcher used a cross-sectional study to find out the 

relationship between sleep quality and ADLs Participation in children with ASD. A 

cross-sectional study is a kind of research strategy where the researcher gathers 

information from several people all at once. Cross-sectional research involves the  

researcher observing variables without influencing them (Thomas, 2020). The student 

researcher chose this study approach because it helps the researcher to achieve the aim 

of the study by capturing a specific moment in time and providing a snapshot of a 

condition through the analysis of different variables. Allows researchers to collect data 

at a single point in a time, and its a less time-consuming approach. As a student 

researcher, they got a short time to conduct their study. Hence, the student researcher 

chooses this study approach for this study. 

  

https://www.scribbr.com/methodology/types-of-variables/
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3.2 Study Setting  

Student researcher collected data from three settings. 

1. CRP Savar branch (pediatric settings) 2. CRP Mirpur branch (pediatric settings) 

3.AWF keraniganj (Special school)  

CRP is a non-governmental organization especially known as a rehabilitation centre for 

SCI patients. But this is also famous for special children referred to CRP for regular 

therapy. Here is an initial assessment conducted by a multidisciplinary team (which 

includes physiotherapists, occupational therapists, speech and language therapists & 

pediatricians). Depending on a child's condition, an appointment is made at outpatient 

services for an individual treatment session for ASD children (CRP, 2019). Many 

participants were taking therapy in pediatric settings, and the student researcher 

selected them to reach. as student researchers have a short time to collect data. 

Therefore, the student researcher took more fluent participants in the Mirpur CRP 

branch. As well as both of the settings were clinic settings where a researcher could not 

reach the adolescent ASD group. That's why the student researcher collected data from 

a special school where all age ranges of ASD children were available. Hence, the 

student researcher selects AWF, a well-known special school for ASD children. It is a 

non-profitable, non-government, voluntary welfare organization established on April 4, 

2004, aiming to train and educate children to perform to their maximum strengths and 

interests and make them able to support themselves. Their services are-daily class 

activities, daycare services, and intervention. The student researcher reached the 

participant when they took their child to the class (AWF, 2018). The Overall student 

researcher took 80 participants from the previously mentioned organization. 
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3.3 Study Period 

The study period of study was from 1st April 2022 to March 2023. However, the student 

researcher gets time for data collection from 1st November to 30th November 2022. 

3.4 Study Participant 

3.4.1 Study Population 

The study population for this study was the parents of children with ASD in Dhaka, 

Bangladesh. 

3.4.2 Study Sample 

The study sample was the parents or caregiver who remains close to the child and knows 

well their child every activity so that they can answer properly of the research question. 

And meet the inclusion criteria of the selected organization. Hence, the student 

researcher took 80 participants who gave their consent for participation. 

3.4.3 Sampling Technique 

The study was conducted through a purposive sampling technique. It saved time for the 

student researcher. Purposive sampling is a sampling method, and it occurs when 

“elements selected for the sample are chosen by the researcher's judgment". 

Researchers frequently think that by using good judgment, they may acquire a 

representative sample, which will result in saving time and money” (Dudovskiy, 2011).  

In this study, the student researcher has set some inclusion and exclusion criteria to 

meet the exact population for the study. That's why purposive sampling is the best way 

to sample participants. Also, it is the most cost-effective and time-effective method. As 

it was student research, the student researcher had a short time to collect data. 
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3.4.4 Sample Size 

According to the standard formula, 

                 z2 ×𝒑q 

n = 

                     d2    

n=
(2.576×2.576)×0.0085×0.99915

(0.01×0.01)
                 

n=
0.055963047

0.0001
           

n = 559.63047   

Here, 

n=sample size 

z=The standard normal deviate 2.576 

p=0.008 as well as prevalence of ASD children in Bangladesh is 8.5 per 1000 people. 

q=(1-p) = (1-0.0085) = 0.99915; the proportion of the target population  

d= 0.01; Level of significance / margin of error (as it is quantitative research the sample 

size should be more than 40 participants. That’s why the student researcher choose 

Confidence Interval = 99%) 

so, the sample size n=Putting these values into the formula get n=559; and according to 

the 10% non-respond rate of direct interview estimated sample size was 614. As it was 

student research, the cost of data collection cannot bear the student researcher. Also, 

the time frame of the data collection period was only one month. So, it was quite 
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difficult to collect data from 614 samples. That’s why the student researcher took 80 

samples in the limited time frame.   

3.4.5 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 

Inclusion Criteria 

• Parents of both boy & girl children who are diagnosed with ASD. 

• Parents of children with ASD whose ages are between 5-17 years. 

• Mentally stable Parents. 

Exclusion Criteria 

• Child who will trans-meridian travels over two time zones or more 

• ASD associated with neurogenetic disorders (e.g., associated fragile X 

syndrome, Rett syndrome, Down syndrome, Smith–Magen’s syndrome, 

Bourneville tuberous sclerosis, Von Recklinghausen’s disease, cytomegalovirus 

encephalitis, congenital rubella syndrome, and phenylketonuria), comorbid 

severe physical disability or severe allergy 

3.5 Ethical Considerations 

When the Department of Occupational Therapy at the Bangladesh Health Professions 

Institute (BHPI) presented the research's objectives to the Institutional Review Board 

(IRB), the IRB approved its ethical approval. The IRB form number: is 

CRP/BHPI/IRB/09/22/624 (see Appendix A for the Ethics approval certificate from 

BHPI). Additionally, permission for data collection was obtained from the Special 

School of Autism Welfare Foundation (AWF) and the Pediatric Department of CRP 

Savar and Mirpur branch (see Appendix A for data collection approval letter from AWF 

and CRP) before collecting data from participants. 
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3.5.1 Informed Consent 

The student researcher properly maintained Helsinki Act’s guidelines (WMA, 2022) 

and clarified the information, including the goal, methodology, requirements, hazards, 

and possible advantages of the information Sheet (see Appendix B for the information 

sheet). All participants were given a research information sheet that had detailed 

information about the study and what they needed to do if they agreed to participate.  

consented to participate in the study. Also, the student researcher translated the 

information sheet into Bangla so that participants would easily understand the 

information sheet. Before taking information from participants, it was ensured that all 

the participants understood what they were going to participate in. During data 

collection, permission was taken from all the participants who were interested in giving 

information through their signature on a written consent form (see Appendix B for the 

consent form). In addition, a signature was taken from a witness during data collection. 

3.5.2 Right of Refusal to Participate or Withdraw  

The student researcher gives the right to withdraw information to all participants by 

providing Withdraw form (see Appendix B for the information sheet). Also, discussed 

the information withdrawal timeline, which was from the interview time to 30th 

November 2022. The student researcher made this timeline because, at the start of 

December month, the student researcher has to input data into specific software. Once 

the data is inputted into software, the withdrawn data cannot be separated easily. 

However, none of the participants were requested for withdrawn information. 

3.5.3 Confidentiality 

The information given by the participants was fully hidden to all. Their name and 

identity were not disclosed to anyone except the research supervisor. Hence, it was 

mentioned in Information Sheet. It was ensured in the future; any publication of their 
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identity would not disclose. 

3.5.4 Unequal Relationship 

 There was no power relationship with the participant as the student researcher and his 

supervisor were not involved in any treatment process of the participant.  

3.5.5 Risk and Beneficence 

The participants don’t have any risk, and they will not get any monetary benefits, but 

his or her information will help in this research. As a student researcher, there has a risk 

for the researcher to attack observing adolescent Autism in a Pediatric center or special 

school. For this reason, the student researcher always maintained safety during 

observation. Also, the student researcher had to travel by public transport, which was 

not safe; that’s why the researcher took research assistance with her.   
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3.6 Data Collection Process 

3.6.1 Participant Recruitment Process 

Figure:3.1 

Participant requirement overview 

 

Taking direct consent from 

participants and interviewing for 

20 -35 minutes. 

  

Note: this figure shows the student researcher first communicates with a responsible 

occupational therapist of the institute for autism children’s caregivers or parents 

through mobile phone. After confirmation of the appropriate sample went to the 

institute and got a data collection permission letter. After that, the student researcher 

communicates with all responsible occupational therapists in CRP to identify the 

inclusion criteria of samples. Then the student researcher met with the caregiver and 

consented to participate in the study. Then observe the child in the session and ask 

questions after the session. As it was a clinical setting, it was rare to find out caregivers 

Obtained permission from organization through all formalities

Communicate with responsible occupational therapist of 
selected organization (CRP and AWF)

Observe the children in classroom 
through taking permission of 
occupational therapist and 

responsible teacher.

(AWF Special School)

Observe the children in therapy session 
of pediatric department through taking 

permission of occupational therapist and 
caregiver of children.

(CRP Savar and Mirpur branch)
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or parents of ASD adolescent groups. That’s why the student researcher selected a 

special school to reach that group. And in the same way, student researchers took 

permission. In the school, the student researcher observes the ASD child in the 

classroom. Then met with the caregiver and took permission to participate in the study. 

Then ask research questions when they are waiting for their child.   

3.6.2 Data Collection Method 

Student researcher used a standardized questionnaire and a self-developed 

questionnaire to find out the relationship between sleep quality and ADLs engagement 

of ASD children from caregivers. So, there is a need to gain a deeper insight into 

specific answers by treating the questionnaire like a meaningful discussion and 

deducing the validity of each response. Therefore, the student researcher collected data 

from participants through face-to-face interviews.  

The face-to-face interview is a data collection method in which the interviewer directly 

communicates with the respondent about the prepared questionnaire. Utilizing this 

method, it is feasible to get factual data as well as customer opinions, attitudes, 

preferences, and other information that may arise throughout the respondent's 

conversation. Therefore, the face-to-face interview approach assures the accuracy of 

the data gathered and raises the response rate. A quantitative research instrument is a 

face-to-face standardized or semi-standardized interview (IRIS, 2022). It allowed the 

student researcher to understand the interviewee person very well, which cannot be 

achieved in another way. 
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 3.6.3 Data Collection Instrument 

A. Sociodemographic Factors 

Student researcher developed a questionnaire concerning socio-demographic variables 

including sex, age, education, occupation of parents and sex, age, education, and 

medicine information of children. All the information was added to find out the 

relationship between sleep quality and ADLs engagement in children with ASD. 

B. Self-developed Questionnaire for ADLs measurement  

Student researcher developed a questionnaire for ADLs measurement where most of 

the concepts were taken from the Caregiver assistance scale of pediatric evaluation 

disability inventory (PEDI). ADLs of children are widely assessed with the PEDI. It is 

a paper-based assessment administrator by parents or caregiver report, structured 

interview/observation of professional judgment of therapist or teacher, or by a 

combination of methods (Wassenberg-Severijnen, 2005). The questionnaire consists of 

15 items, 8 related to self-care and 7 to mobility, and is designed to evaluate the typical 

quantity of support offered to a child during essential activities. It Contains two domain-

Self-care and Mobility. Student researcher wanted to identify only BADLs, which are 

six areas- personal hygiene or grooming, dressing, toileting, transferring or ambulating, 

and eating (Pendleton & Schultz-Krohn, 2013; Radomski & Latham, 2002) that’s why 

Student researcher only focus six areas of ADLs through Self-developed questionnaire 

for ADLs measurement. The questions of the scale are evaluated on a 5-point. Higher 

scores represent greater functionality skills and lower scores represent lower 

functionality skills. As a student researcher, it was really difficult to find out the 

children's capability to participate in ADLs through direct measurement. But a similar 

questionnaire has been used in CRP pediatric department to identify the level of ADLs 

participation for children with ASD. This why researchers choose this Scales concept. 
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The student researcher first developed the questionnaire in English and then translated 

the questionnaire into Bangla so that everyone would understand the question. 

C. The Children’s Sleep Habit Questionnaire (CSHQ) 

Student researcher choose CSHQ for identifying the sleep quality of ASD children. The 

CSHQ is retrospective, 45-item parents report questionnaire which widely used for 

younger children’s sleep quality. The 45 items are divided into eight subscales that 

represent the following aspects of sleep: daytime sleepiness, parasomnias, night 

walking, sleep duration, sleep anxiety, and bedtime resistance. On a 3-point scale, 

sleep-related activities are categorized as occurring "usually" (5–7 times per week, 

worth 3 points), "sometimes" (2–4 times per week, worth 2 points), or "rarely" (0–1 

time per week, worth 1 point). Items 1, 2, 3, 10, 11, and 26all had their scoring inverted, 

so a higher score indicates more disrupted sleep. Scores for the entire scale (33 items) 

and its subscales can be determined. Bedtime Resistance (1, 3, 4, 5, 6), Sleep Onset 

Delay (2, 9, 10, and 11), Sleep Duration (3, 7, 8, and 21), Sleep Anxiety (5, 7, 8, and 

21), Night Waking (16, 24, and 25), Parasomnias (12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 22, and 23), Sleep-

Disordered Breathing (18, 19, and 20), and Daytime Sleepiness (26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 

32, and 33) are the items on the subscales. According to the scale manual total sleep, a 

disturbing score of 41 or higher suggests the presence of sleep disturbance. The total 

score is based on the response to all 33 items of 8 subscales. Also, items 5 and 8 are 

included in two subscales, they only be counted once in the total score. In addition to 

obtaining the total score, it is important to examine the individuals’ subscales because 

a child could have a sleep disturbance-specific area and not have an elevated total score 

(Owens et al., 2000; Silvaa et al., 2013). The student researcher translated the CSHQ 

questionnaire into Bangla with the permission of the author. It helped a lot to the 

participant to understand the sleep-relevant question.  
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3.6.4 Field Test Note 

As a student researcher translated standardized questionnaires into Bangla. So, the 

student researcher conducted a pilot test to identify the appropriateness of the 

questionnaire for the sample participant. Most of the participants understood the 

translated questionnaire. But student researcher finds out some age-related problems in 

the participants' children. According to the proposed inclusion criteria, the age range 

for ASD children was below 18. But according to the developmental milestone of 

ADLs, most children become independent on ADLs at the age of 5 years. For this 

reason, the student researcher changed the age range criteria to 5-17 years old for ASD 

children. 

3.7 Data Management and Analysis  

Student researcher used descriptive statistics for data analysis. Descriptive statistics are 

useful for describing, organizing, and summarizing the data and include frequencies, 

percentages, and description of central tendency and description of relative relation 

(Hayes, 2022). Many statistical methods might be used, but student researchers used 

the Fisher Exact test for the association between age range, medication, and sleep 

quality because the expected cell value was less than 5. Moreover, spearman’s analysis 

was conducted for the correlation between sleep quality and ADLs engagement in 

descriptive statistics. Data were managed and analyzed by using Version 26 Pro of the 

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) to analyze the raw data. SPSS is 

suitable for the analysis of Quantitative data. Nominal, Ordinal, & Scale data can be 

input in SPSS and able to analyze those data in different ways. The package enables 

researchers to obtain statistics ranging from simple descriptive numbers to complex 

analyses of multivariate matrices. Researchers can combine files, split files, and sort 

files. And modify existing variables and create new ones (Arkkelin, 2014). Microsoft 
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office word and Microsoft Excel were used to Specify the findings in the different tables 

so the reader would have no trouble understanding them.  

Proper Data management and analysis are important for finding out the exact result. 

That’s why student researcher used this process for data analysis and management. 

 3.8 Quality Control and Quality Assurance 

To maintain proper quality Student researcher conducted a pilot test before starting 

formal data collection. A pilot test with two participants was carried out. The student 

researcher collected data from these participants by using all mentioned data collection 

instruments and following the whole data collection procedure. Through the pilot test, 

student researcher could understand whether participants can properly understand the 

questions or any changes that need to be done. It also helped the validity of the 

questionnaire in this study. By conducting the pilot test, the student researcher became 

aware of which part of the questionnaire found difficult to understand. Subsequently, 

the student researcher finds out the appropriate age-ranged population for the 

questionnaire. After that student researcher properly collected the data. Then checked 

the collected data with the possible research supervisor. Then properly input all data in 

SPSS and check out errors and missing data. Finally analyzed, data by recoding and 

computing. 
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CHAPTER IV: RESULTS 

4.1 Children’s Sociodemographic Information  

Table 4.1  

Children sociodemographic information 

Variable Category n= 80 Percent (%) 

Sex Boy 

Girl 

63 

17 

78.8 

21.3 

Child's age Mean 

Std. Deviation 

Minimum 

Maximum 

8.5788 

3.57292 

5 

17 

 

child education School 

Non-School 

Special school 

Inclusive school 

40 

40 

23 

17 

50 

 

28.7  

21.7 

Any  

present medicine 

Yes 

No 

58 

22 

72.5 

27.5 

 

Note: table 4.1 represents the overview of children's sociodemographic information, 

including sex, age, education, and medication. Among 80 children, about 78.8% (n=63) 

were boys, and 21.3% (n=17) were girls. Their mean age was 8.5788 years, SD 

(±6.71664), and their age range was lay between 5-17 years. Among 80 children, 

50%(n=40) do not attend school, and the rest, 50%, 28.7% (n=23) children go to special 

schools, and 21.7% (n=17) go to inclusive schools. Let’s move to the present 

medication of children, where 72.5% (n=58) took medicine, and 27.5% (n=22) did take 

medicine at all. 
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4.2 Overall Sleep Quality of ASD Children 

Table 4.2 

Overall Sleep Quality of ASD Children 

Variable Category n=80 

Percent 

(%) 

Sleep Quality Good sleeper 

Poor sleeper  

Minimum 

Maximum 

Mean 

SD 

8 

72 

37 

69 

47.45 

6.364 

10 

90 

Total   100 

Note: table 4.2 shows the overall sleep quality of ASD children. Here the frequency of 

good sleepers was 8(10%), and poor sleepers were 7 (90%). Also, the mean score of 

sleep quality was 47.45 SD (±6.364), and minimum score was 37, and the maximum 

score was 69. This table indicates that children with ASD suffer more sleep problems.  
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4.3 Association between Sleep Quality and Age Range  

Table 4.3 

 

Association between Sleep Quality and age range 

 

*p value>0.05 

Note: table 4.3 shows Association between sleep quality and age range. A Fisher Exact 

test for independence with α=.05 was used to assess Note: whether the age range of 

children with ASD was related to sleep quality. The Fisher Exact test was not 

statistically significant, p=(1, N=80) = 0.284, p>0.05, indicating no relationship 

between children's age range and sleep quality.     

  

 

 

variable 

 

 

Categorize 
Good 

sleeper 

Poor 

sleeper Total 

 

df 

Asymptotic 

Significance (1-

sided) 

 

 

 

Children 

Age 

5-11 years 

 

5 57   62    

12-17years 

 

3 15 18 1 .254 

Total  8 72 80 
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4.4 Association between Children’s Medication and Sleep Quality 

Table 4.4 

Association between Children Medication and Sleep Quality  

 

Variable Categorize Good 

sleeper 

Poor 

sleeper 

Total df Asymptot

ic 

Significan

ce (1-

sided) 

 

 

Present 

medication 

Yes 

 

4 54 58 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

.140 No 4 

 

18 

 

22 

 

Total 8 72 80 

*p value>0.05 

Note: table 4.4 shows an association between children's medication and Sleep quality. 

A Fisher Exact test for independence with α=.05 was used to assess whether the 

medication of children with ASD was related to sleep quality. The Fisher Exact test was 

not statistically significant, p= (1, N=80) = .140, p>0.05, indicating no relationship 

between children's medication and sleep quality.      
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4.5 Level of ADLs Engagement of Children with ASD 

Table 4.5 

Level of ADLs engagement of children with ASD 

Variable Total 

assistanc

e 

n (%) 

Maximu

m 

assistanc

e 

n (%) 

Moderate 

Assistanc

e 

n (%) 

Minimu

m 

Assistanc

e 

n (%) 

Supervisio

n 

n (%) 

Independe

nt 

n (%) 

Eating 2(2.5) 16(20.0) 11(13.8) 22(27.5) 18(22.5) 11(13.8) 

Grooming 4(5) 22 (27.5) 21 (26.3) 15 (18.8) 12(15) 6(7.5) 

Bathing 3(3.8) 23(28.7) 23(28.7) 16(20) 8(10) 7(8.8) 

Dressing 

upper body 

2(2.5) 12(15) 25(31.3) 13(16.3) 19(23.8) 9(11.3) 

Dressing 

lower body 

2(2.5) 8(10) 23(28.7) 13(16.3) 24(30) 10(12.5) 

Toileting 5(6.3) 24(30) 23(28.7) 3(3.8) 8(10) 17(21.3) 

Bladder 

manageme

nt 

8(10) 15(18.8) 11(13.8) 12(15) 16(20) 18(22.5) 

Bowel 

manageme

nt 

8(10) 12(15) 14(17.5) 12(15) 16(20) 18(22.5) 

Self-care 

Average 

total 

0(0) 7(8.8) 17(21.3) 23(28.7) 22(27.5) 11(13.8) 

Bed 

mobility 

0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 80(100) 

Chair, box/ 

toilet 

transfer 

0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 80(100) 

Crawling 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 80(100) 
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Indoor 

locomotion 

0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 80(100) 

Outdoor 

locomotion 

0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 1(1.3) 1(1.3) 78(97.5) 

Stairs 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 1(1.3) 1(1.3) 78(97.5) 

Mobility 

average 

total 

0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) (100) 

Note: table 4.5 presents The ADLs engagement of children with ASD where in eating 

activities from all participants, n=2(2.5%) needs Total assistance, n=16(20.0%) needs 

maximum Assistance, n=11(13.8%) needs moderate assistance, n=22(27.5%) needs 

minimum assistance, n=18(22.5%) needs supervision and n=11(13.8%) was 

independent. 

Grooming activities from all participants, n= 4 (5%) need Total assistance, n=22 

(27.5%) needs maximum Assistance, n=21 (26.3%) needs moderate assistance, n=15 

(18.8%) needs minimum assistance, n=12(15%) needs supervision and n=6(7.5%) was 

independent. 

Bathing activities from all participants, n= 3(3.8%) need Total assistance, n=23(28.7%) 

need maximum Assistance, n=23(28.7%) need moderate assistance, n=16(20%) need 

minimum assistance, n=8(10%) need supervision and n=7(8.8%) was independent. 

Dressing in upper body activities from all participants, n= 2(2.5%) need Total 

assistance, n=12(15%) needs maximum Assistance, n=25(31.3%) needs moderate 

assistance, n=13(16.3%) needs minimum assistance, n=19(23.8%) needs supervision 

and n=9(11.3%) was independent. 

Dressing in lower body activities from all participants, n= 2(2.5%) need Total 

assistance, n=8(10%) needs maximum Assistance, n=23(28.7%) needs moderate 
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assistance, n=13(16.3%) needs minimum assistance, n=24(30%) needs supervision and 

n=10(12.5%) was independent. 

Toileting activities from all participants, n= 5(6.3%) need Total assistance, n=24(30%) 

need maximum Assistance, n=23(28.7%) need moderate assistance, n=3(3.8%) need 

minimum assistance, n=8(10%) need supervision and n=17(21.3%) was independent. 

Bladder management activities from all participants, n= 8(10%) need Total assistance, 

n=15(18.8%) need maximum Assistance, n=11(13.8%) need moderate assistance, 

n=12(15%) need minimum assistance, n=16(20%) need supervision and n=18(22.5%) 

was independent. 

Bowel management activities from all participants, n= 8(10%) need Total assistance, 

n=12(15%) need maximum Assistance, n=14(17.5%) need moderate assistance, 

n=12(15%) need minimum assistance, n=16(20%) need supervision and n=18(22.5%) 

was independent. 

Overall selfcare care domain activities from all participants, n=0(0%) needs Total 

assistance, 7(8.8%) need maximum Assistance, n=17(21.3%) needs moderate 

assistance, n=23(28.7%) needs minimum assistance, n=22(27.5%) needs supervision 

and n=11(13.8%) was independent. 

From the mobility domain, all the children n=80(100%) were independent in Bed 

mobility, Chair, box/ toilet transfer, Crawling, and Indoor locomotion except Outdoor 

locomotion and Staring mobility. In outdoor locomotion and staring mobility, 

n=1(1.3%) needs minimum assistance, n=1(1.3%) needs supervision, and rest of 

children n=78(97.5%) was independent. Quite a Mobility domain activities 

n=80(100%) children were independent.  
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4.8 Correlation between Sleep Quality and ADLs 

Table 4.6 

Correlation between sleep quality and ADLs 

Correlations between ADLs and Sleep Quality 

   

ADLs score Sleep Quality 

Spearman's 

rho 

ADLs 

score 

Correlation 

Coefficient 

1.000 -0.109 

  
Sig. (2-tailed) 

 
0.337 

  
N 80 80 

 
Sleep 

Quality 

Correlation 

Coefficient 

-0.109 1.000 

  
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.337 

 

  
N 80 80 

*p value>0.05 

Note: table 4.6 shows Spearman’s correlation coefficient between ADLs level and sleep 

quality. The results indicate that there are negative (inverse) relationships between 

ADLs level and sleep quality (r= -0.109; p=0.337) since the p-value is >0.05. 
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION 

This study examined sleep quality and ADLs engagement level in a sample of ASD 

children (age range 5 to 17 years). For this study, participants were recruited through a 

purposive sampling technique. Sleep quality was measured by CSHQ, and the level of 

independence was measured by a self-developed questionnaire.  

Concerning this study's purpose, the results showed that there is a negative relationship 

between ASD children’s sleep problems and greater difficulties in the performance of 

ADLs, but not statically significant, which is opposed to previously reported studies 

(Fadini et al., 2015; Johnsona et al., 2019; Mannion & Leader, 2013; Yavuz-Kodat et 

al., 2020). Some confounding factors may influence the result, delayed ADLs training, 

family factor, or parental physical and mental health. Current studies could not explore 

these factors.   

When moving to the first objective of the current studies, the current studies found that 

significantly greater sleep problems are prevalent, where a mean score of 47.45, SD 

±6.71664 among 80 children with ASD of this studies. Around 90% of ASD children 

suffer from different sleep problems. On the other hand, Sleep problems are particularly 

prominent among children suffering from developmental disorders. This agrees with 

previous studies in developed countries Children with ASD (Fadini et al., 2015; Liu et 

al., 2006; Richdale & Schreck, 2009; Souders et al., 2009; Sultana et al., 26 May 2021). 

But specific sleep problems could not be identified in the current studies.  

When reaching the second objective about the relationship between age and sleep 

quality, the study could not identify an instance of an association between age and sleep 

problems. The previous study indicated that age range plays a vital factor in sleep 

problems (Irwanto et al., 2016). The children with ASD were an average age of 8.57 
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years, SD (±6.71), and their age range lay between 5-17 years, which is not exactly 

meet with previous studies (Irwanto et al., 2016). It may have occurred as a result of 

cultural variations in various contexts. However, this finding suggested there is no 

relation between age range and good and poor sleepers, which is agreeable with some 

studies (Johnsona et al., 2019; Mannion & Leader, 2013).  

The third objective of the study about the association between medication and sleep 

quality. It is indicated around 72.5% Of children take medicine to erase sleep and other 

problems, which was constant in previous studies (Souders et al., 2009; Sultana et al., 

26 May 2021). Hence current studies did not find any statistically significant relation 

between medicine and sleep quality. Sleep problems were prominent in about 90.1% of 

children even after medication which was agreed by previous studies (Souders et al., 

2009).  

In parallel to the fourth objective of the study, the findings on ADLs difficulties in 

children with ASD were more prevalent. This study found that children with ASD have 

problems in their daily basic self-care activities, as reported by previous studies 

(JahanSonia, 2020; Naik & Vajaratkar, 2019; Pfeiffer et al., 2017). But the result varied 

from previous studies. Current studies found that in average Self-care activities,0%need 

total assistance, 8.8% of ASD children needed maximum assistance, 21.3% needed 

moderate assistance, 28.7% needed minimum assistance, 27.5% needed supervision, 

and 13.8% were independent. That may be happened because of sample variation of 

different settings.  

Another interesting finding from the mobility domain is that all the children 100% were 

independent in Bed mobility, Chair, box/ toilet transfer, Crawling, and Indoor 

locomotion, except Outdoor locomotion and Staring mobility. In outdoor locomotion 
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and staring mobility, 1.3%need minimum assistance, 1.3%need supervision, and resting 

children, 97.5% were independent, which disagreed with the previous studies (Reindal 

et al., 2019). It may differ because of variations in the age range of the existing 

literature. 

From the available research, it came to light that Children with ASD have uttermost 

sleep problems, influencing their daily activities. But current studies did not find a 

significant but negative relationship between sleep problems and ADLs performance 

difficulties. The possible reason for different results can be geographical changes in the 

sample. Moreover, the coping strategy of the children may differ in various contexts. 

Conversely, children with ASD have difficulty in specific areas of sleep and self-care. 

So further research should be conducted to find out the exact cause of ADL difficulties 

and explore specific sleep problems that may relate to ADL difficulties. 
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CHAPTER VI: CONCLUSION 

6.1 Strengths and Limitations 

6.1.1 Strengths 

• The study design perfectly matched to cross-sectional study design according 

to the study aim and objective. 

• Gained deeper understanding through Face-to-face interviews.  

• For the appropriateness of questionnaires Field tests were conducted.  

• Different associations and correlations were tested according to the study aim 

and objective. 

• Diagnosis of the children was confirmed by the pediatric occupational 

therapist. 

6.1.2 Limitations 

• The finding of this study can’t be generalized to all children with ASD 

because of the small sample group.  

• Exact sample of the population was not met (80) according to the sample size 

calculation. 

• Sleep measurement is based on subjective measurement (parent’s report). 

Hence the objective measure of sleep is the depth evaluation method. 

• Some situational sample selection biased were present. Some children were 

from special schools for reaching the adolescent group. But most children 

were admitted to special schools after toilet training. Hence exact ADLs level 

of those children could not be generalized to all the samples. 

• Specific sleep problems and their cause could not identify. 
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• This study focuses on 6 domains of BADLs. Hence other social and 

behavioral aspects cannot explore. 

6.2 Practice Implication 

This study provides evidence about sleep nature and its associated factor and explores 

ADLs difficulties and their relation to children with ASD. Hence occupational therapist 

works on a major goal for engaging children with disabilities in their ADLs. So, this 

evidence impacts a lot in therapeutic intervention. They can introduce sleep issues in 

the planning of intervention. Also, this evidence will aware of the general people who 

have children with ASD. They will be more concerned about their children's sleep 

habits and ADLs training earlier. 

6.3 Recommendation for Future Research 

• Further research should be conducted on specific sleep problem and their 

relation with ADLs of children with ASD. 

• Relationship between sleep problems and behavioral, social, and emotional 

difficulties in children with ASD should be explored in future research. 

• Family structure, parental health issues, sleeping environmental factors, and 

biopsychosocial causes of sleep problems should be addressed in future 

research. 
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6.4 Conclusion 

Sufficient and adequate sleep is vital for maintaining physical, cognitive, and emotional 

development. Sleep difficulties potentially have an added negative impact on family 

functioning and parents' psychological well-being. The study aimed to identify the 

relationship between sleep quality and ADLs engagement in children with ASD. This 

is the first study about the concerning issues of children with ASD. The studies found 

that children with ASD have poor sleep quality and ADLs performance difficulties. But 

the findings of the studies did not suggest any significant relation between sleep quality 

and ADLs engagement in children with ASD. This study provides additional 

sociodemographic data on children with ASD. Although sleep problem is not 

significantly related to ADLs performance, there may another behavioral, emotional, 

or social factor is associated with sleep problems. 
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Appendix B: Information Sheet and Consent Form [English Version] 

 

                                                                                                                          

  

         

Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI) 

Center for the Rehabilitation of the Paralysed (CRP) 

Chapain, Savar, Dhaka-1343 

 

Part I: Information Sheet Introduction 

Title: Relationship between sleep quality and occupational participation in Children 

with autism spectrum disorder 

Investigator: Suma Akter, Student of B.Sc. in Occupational Therapy,  

Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI), CRP- Savar, Dhaka- 1343 

Place: Autism center and school in Dhaka. 

Introduction 

I am Suma Akter, B.Sc. in Occupational Therapy student at Bangladesh Health 

Professions Institute (BHPI), have to conduct a thesis as a part of this Bachelor course, 

under thesis supervisor Kaniz Fatema. You are going to have details information about 

the study purpose, data collection process, and ethical issues. 

You do not have to decide today whether or not you will participate in the research. 

Before you decide, you can talk to anyone you feel comfortable with about the research. 

If this consent form contains some words that you do not understand, please ask me to 

stop. I will take the time to explain.  
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Background and Purpose of the study 

You are being invited to be a part of this research because as a mother you have a better 

understanding of the challenges and problems during sleep and the Activities of daily 

living of your child. The purpose of my study is to explore the sleep quality of children 

with ASD and its relationship to their ADLs engagement of children with autism 

spectrum disorder. This study will be helpful to have a better understanding of the 

importance of sleep & ADLs engagement and their challenges and some possible 

solutions to cope with those challenges. 

Research related information 

The research-related information will be discussed with you throughout the information 

sheet before taking your signature on the consent form. After that participants will be 

asked to complete a standard questionnaire which may need 45-60 minutes. In this 

questionnaire, there will be questions on socio-demographic factors (for example Age, 

sex, experience). It will also contain some specific questions related to sleep and 

activities of daily living. Particularly, in this research we select Caregivers of some 

children with autism spectrum disorder for the study. 

The information recorded is confidential and your identity will not be disclosed. 

Risks and benefits 

We are asking you to share some personal information if you feel uncomfortable giving 

information. You do not need to take part in the discussion interview/survey if you don't 

wish to do so, and that is also okay. On the other hand, you may not have any direct 

benefit by participating in this research, but your valuable participation is likely to help 

us to find out some valuable information about sleep and ADLs engagement rating of 

children with an autism spectrum disorder. 

It is expected that there is no additional risk, inconvenience, or discomfort in 

participating in the relevant research. 

Confidentiality 

Information about you will not be shared with anyone outside of the research team. The 

information that we collect from this research project will be kept private. Only the 

researchers will know about your information and we will lock that information up with 
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a lock and key. It will not be shared with or given to anyone except Kaniz Fatema, the 

study supervisor. 

Sharing the Results 

Nothing that you tell us today will be shared with anybody outside the research team 

and nothing will be attributed to you by name. The knowledge that we get from this 

research will be shared and widely available to the public.  

Information withdrawal 

You can cancel any information collected for this research project in a fixed time. After 

publishing the research, you can’t withdraw any information. After the cancellation, we 

expect permission from the information whether it can be used or not. 

 

Whom to Contact 

If you have any questions, you can ask me now or later. If you wish to ask questions 

later, you may contact any of the following: Suma Akter, Bachelor of Science in 

Occupational Therapy, Department of Occupational Therapy, Cell phone- 

01740031117. 

This proposal is reviewed and approved by Institutional Review Board (IRB), 

Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI), CRP-Savar 

(CRP/BHPI/IRB/09/22/624) Dhaka-1343, Bangladesh, which is a committee whose 

task it is to make sure that research participants are protected from harm. If you wish to 

find out more about the IRB, contact Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI), 

CRP-Savar, Dhaka-1343, Bangladesh. You can ask me any more questions about any 

part of the research study if you wish to. Do you have any questions? 
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Part II: Parental Consent Form 

I have been invited to participate in research titled Relationship between sleep quality 

and ADLs Engagement in Children with autism spectrum disorder. I have read the 

foregoing information, or it has been read to me. I have had the opportunity to ask 

questions about it and any questions I have been asked have been answered to my 

satisfaction. I consent voluntarily to be a participant in this study. 

Name of Participant___________________________________________________ 

Signature of Participant ___________________ 

Date___________________________  

Witness Signature: ……………………………………………………… Date: 

 

Statement by the researcher taking consent 

I have accurately read out the information sheet to the potential participant, and to the 

best of my ability made sure that the participant understands that the following will be 

done: 

1. The information only will be used for the study 

2. All information will be kept confidential 

3. The identity of the participant will not be revealed. 

I confirm that the participant was allowed to ask questions about the study, and all the 

questions asked by the participant have been answered correctly and to the best of my 

ability. I confirm that the individual has not been coerced into giving consent, and the 

consent has been given freely and voluntarily. 

Name of Researcher taking the consent________________________ 

Signature of Researcher taking the consent__________________________ 

Date: 
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Part III: Withdraw Form 

 

 

Participants Name: ………………………………………… 

Reason of withdrawing 

…………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………..

. 

Participants Signature: …………………………… 

Day/Month/Year: ………………… 

 

Witness Signature: ……………………………………………………… Date: 
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Appendix B: Information Sheet and Consent Form [Bengali Version] 

                                                                                  

 

বাাংলাদেশ হেলথ প্রদেশনস ইনষ্টিষ্টিউি (ববএইচবিআই) 

 

অকুদিশনাল হথরাবি ববভাগ 

বসআরবি-চািাইন,সাভার, ঢাকা-১৩৪৩, হিবল:০২-৭৭৪৫৪৬৪-৫, ৭৭৪১৪০৪, েযাক্স 

০৭৭৪৫০৬ 

 

 

 

অংশগ্রহণকারীদের তথ্য এবং সম্মততপত্র 

গদবষনার তবষয়: অটিজম স্পেকট্রাম ডিসঅিডারে আক্রান্ত ডিশুরেে ঘরুমে গুণমান 

এবং দেনন্দিন কারজ অংিগ্রহরণে মরযে সম্পকড। 

গদবষক: সুমা আক্তার, বব.এস.বস ইন অকুদিশনাল হথরাবি (৪থ থ বর্ থ), হসশন:২০১৭- 

২০১৮ ইাং, বাাংলাদেশ হেলথ্ প্রদেশন ইনবিষ্টিউি (ববএইচবিআই), সাভার, ঢাকা- 

১৩৪৩ 

তত্ত্বাবধায়ক: কাবনজ োদেমা, 

হলকচারার, অকুদিশনাল হথরাবি ববভাগ, বাাংলাদেশ হেলথ প্রদেশন ইনবিষ্টিউি। 

গদবষনার স্থান: অষ্টিজম  হসন্টার এবাং সু্কল ঢাকা, বাাংলাদেশ।  
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পব ব ১ তথ্যপত্র 

ভূতিকা 

আবম সুমা আক্তার, ঢাকা ববশ্বববেযালদ়ে বচবকৎসা অনুর্দের অধীদন বাাংলাদেশ হেলথ 

প্রদেশনস ইনবিষ্টিউদি বব.এস.বস.ইন. অকুদিশনাল হথরাবি ববভাদগ ৪থ থ বদর্ থর ছাত্রী 

বেদসদব স্নােক বশক্ষাকার্ থক্রম (২০১৭-২০১8) হসশদন অধয়েনরে আবছ। ববএইচবিআই 

হথদক অকুদিশনাল হথরাবি বব.এস.বস. বশক্ষাকার্ থক্রমষ্টি সম্পন্ন করার জদনয একষ্টি 

গদবর্না প্রকল্প িবরচালনা করা বাধযোমূলক। এই গদবর্ণা  প্রকল্পষ্টি অকুদিশনাল 

হথরাবি ববভাদগর অধযাবিকা  কাবনজ োদেমা এর েত্ত্বাবধা়েদন সম্পন করা েদব। এই 

অাংশগ্রেণকারী েথয ও িদত্রর মাধযদম   গদবর্ণার প্রকল্পষ্টির উদেশয, উিাত্ত সাংগ্রদের 

প্রানাবল ও গদবর্ণাষ্টির সাদথ সাংবিি ববর়্ে বকভাদব রবক্ষে েদব ো ববস্তাবরে ভাদব 

আিনার কাদছ উিস্থািন করা েদব। র্বে এই গদবর্ণা়ে অাংশগ্রেন করদে আিবন 

ইচু্ছক থাদকন, হসদক্ষদত্র এই গদবর্ণার সমৃ্পক্ত ববর়্েস সম্পদকথ স্বচ্ছ ধারনা থাকদল 

বসদ্ধান্ত গ্রেন সেজের েদব। অবশয এখন আিনার অাংশগ্রেন আমাদের বনশ্চিে 

করদে েদবনা। হর্ হকান বসদ্ধান্ত গ্রেদনর িূদব থ, র্বে চান, আিনার আত্মী়ে-স্বজন, বনু্ধ 

অথবা আস্থাভাজন হর্ কাদরা সাদথ এই বযািাদর আদলাচনা করদে িাদরন। অিরিদক্ষ, 

অাংশগ্রেনকারী েথযিত্রষ্টি িদ়ে র্বে হকান ববর়্েবস্তু বুঝদে সমসযা ে়ে অথবা র্বে 

হকান বকছু সম্পদকথ আদরা হববশ জানার প্রদ়োজন ে়ে, েদব বনবব থধা়ে প্রশ্ন করদে 

িাদরন। 

 

গদবষনার প্রেক্ষাপট ও উদেশয 

আপনারক এই গরবষণাে অংি হওযাে জনে আমন্ত্রণ জানারনা হরে কােণ একজন মা 

ডহরসরব আপডন বাচ্চাে ঘুরমে সময এবং আপনাে সন্তারনে দেনন্দিন জীবনযাত্রাে 

ন্দক্রযাকলাপগুডলে চ্োরলঞ্জ এবং সমসোগুডল সম্পরকড আেও ভালভারব বুঝরে পারেন। 

আমাে গদবর্নার মুল উরেিে হল অটিজম স্পেকট্রাম ডিসঅিডারে -এ আক্রান্ত 

ডিশুরেে ঘুরমে গুণমান এবং োরেে দেনন্দিন কারজে মরযে সম্পকড অরেষণ কো। এই 

গদবর্নাটি ঘুরমে গুরুত্ব ও দেনন্দিন কারজ অংিগ্রহণ এবং োরেে চ্োরলঞ্জগুডল এবং 

স্পসই চ্োরলঞ্জগুডলে সারে স্পমাকাডবলা কোে জনে ডকছু সম্ভাবে সমাযান সম্পরকড আেও 

ভাল স্পবাঝাে জনে সো়েো করদব বদল আমরা আশাবােী। 
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এই গদবর্না কম থষ্টিদে অাংশগ্রেদনর সাদথ সমৃ্পক্ত ববর়্ে সমূে বক হস সম্পদকথ জানা 

র্াক 

আিনার হথদক অনুমবেিদত্র স্বাক্ষর হনবার আদগ, এই অাংশগ্রেনকারী েথযিদত্রর 

মাধযদম গদবর্না প্রকল্পষ্টির িবরচালনা করার েথযসমূে ববস্তাবরে ভাদব আিনার কাদছ 

উিস্থািন করা েদব। আিবন র্বে এই গদবর্না়ে অাংশগ্রেন করদে চান, োেদল 

সম্মবেিদত্র আিনাদক স্বাক্ষর করদে েদব।এে পরে অংিগ্রহণকােীরেে একটি 

স্ট্োন্ডািড প্রশ্নাবলী সমূ্পণ ড কেরে বলা হরব যাে জনে ৪৫-৬০ ডমডনি সময লাগরে পারে। 

এই প্রশ্নাবলীরে সামান্দজক-জনসংখ্োগে কােণগুডলে উপে প্রশ্ন োকরব 

(উোহেণস্বরূপ: বযস, ডলঙ্গ, অডভজ্ঞো)। এরে ঘুম এবং দেনন্দিন জীবনযাত্রাে 

কায ডকলাপ সম্পডকডে ডকছু ডনডেডষ্ট প্রশ্নও োকরব। ডবরিষ করে, এই গরবষণায আমো 

গরবষণাে জনে অটিজম স্পেকট্রাম ডিসঅিডারে আক্রান্ত ডকছু ডিশুে স্পকযােডগভাে 

ডনব ডাচ্ন কডে। 

স্পেকিড কো েেে স্পগাপনীয এবং আপনাে পডেচ্য প্রকাি কো হরব না। 

 র্বে আিবন সম্মবে প্রোন না কদরন েদব আিনাদক অাংশগ্রােন করদে েদবনা। আিবন 

সম্মবে প্রোন করা স্বদত্ত্বও হর্ হকান সম়ে গদবর্কদক হকান বযাখযা প্রোন করা ছা়োই 

বনদজর অাংশগ্রেন প্রেযাোর করদে িারদবন। গদবর্না প্রকল্পষ্টিদে অাংশগ্রেন করা 

বকাংবা না করা অথবা িরবেীদে অাংশগ্রেন প্রেযাোর করারা সদ্ধাদন্তর সাদথ আিনার 

সন্তাদনর বেথমান বচবকৎসা হকান ভাদব প্রভাববে েদব না। 

 

অংশগ্রহদনর সুতবধা ও ঝুুঁ তক সিূহ তক ? 

গদবর্ণা প্রকল্পষ্টি চলাকালীন সমদ়ে আিনার বকছু বযশ্চক্তগে প্রদশ্নর উত্তর বেদে েদে 

িাদর র্ার কারদণ আিবন অেন্তয অপ্রস্তুে হবাধ করদে িাদরন। আপডন যডে ো কেরে 

না চ্ান োহরল আপনারক অাংশগ্রেন কেরে হরব না। অনেডেরক, এই গরবষণায 

অংিগ্রহণ করে আপনাে সোসডে স্পকারনা লাভ নাও হরে পারে, েরব আপনাে মূলেবান 

অংিগ্রহণ আমারেে অটিজম স্পেকট্রাম ডিসঅিডারে আক্রান্ত ডিশুে ঘুম এবং 

দেনন্দিন কারজ অাংশগ্রেন স্পেটিং সম্পরকড ডকছু মূলেবান েেে জানরে সাহাযে কেরব। 
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এখাদন সাংবিি গদবর্না়ে অাংশগ্রেদন হকান ধরদনর বা়েবে ঝুুঁ বক, ববিবত্ত অথবা অস্বশ্চস্ত 

হনই বদল আশা করা র্াদচ্ছ।  

তদথ্যর প্রগাপনীয় তা তক তনশ্চিত থ্াকদব? 

এই সম্মবে িদত্র স্বাক্ষর করার মধয বেদ়ে আিবন এই গদবর্না প্রকদল্প অধয়েনরে 

গদবর্না কমীদক আিনার বযশ্চক্তগে েথয সাংগ্রে ও বযবোর করার অনুমবে বেদ়েদছন। 

এই গদবর্না প্রকদল্পর জনয সাংগৃেীে হর্দকান েথয, র্া আিনাদক সনাক্ত করদে িাদর 

ো হগািনী়ে থাকদব। আিনার সম্পদকথ সাংগৃেীে েথযসমূে সাাংদকবেক উিাদ়ে উদেখ 

থাকদব। শুধুমাত্র এর সাদথ সরাসবর সাংবিি গদবর্ক ও োর েত্ত্বাবধা়েক এই েথযসমূদে 

প্রদবশাবধকার িাদবন। সাাংদকবেক উিাদ়ে বচবিে উিাত্ত সমূে িরবেী উিাত্ত 

ববদির্দনর কাদজ বযবহৃে েদব । েথযিত্র গুদলা োলাবদ্ধ ডু়োদর রাখা েদব। 

ববএইচবিআই এরঅকুদিশনাল হথরাবি ববভাদগ ও গদবর্দকর বযশ্চক্তগে লযািিদি 

উিাত্ত সমূদের ইদলকট্রবনক অজথন সাংগৃেীে থাকদব। 

প্রেযাশা করা েদচ্ছ হর্, এই গদবর্ণা প্রকদল্পর েলােল বববভন্ন হোরাদম প্রকাবশে এবাং 

উিস্থাবিে েদব। হর্ হকান ধরদনর প্রকাশনা ও উিস্থািনার হক্ষদত্র েথযসমূে এমন 

ভাদব সরবরাে করা েদব, হর্ন আিনার সম্মবে ছা়ো আিনাদক হকানভাদবই সনাক্ত 

করা না র্া়ে। েথয-উিাত্ত প্রাথবমকভাদব কাগজিত্র সাংগ্রে করা েদব। 

 

গদবষনা সর্ম্ বদক জানদত প্রকাথ্ায় প্র াগাদ াগ করদত হদব? 

গদবর্না প্রকল্পষ্টির ববর্দ়ে হর্াগাদর্াগ করদে চাইদল অথবা গদবর্না প্রকল্পষ্টির সম্পদকথ 

হকান প্রশ্ন থাকদল এখন বা িরবেীদে হর্ হকান সমদ়ে শ্চজজ্ঞাসা করদে িাদরন। 

হসদক্ষদত্র আিবন গদবর্দকর সাদথ উদেবখে ০১৭৪০০৩১১১৭নাম্বাদর হর্াগাদর্াগ করদে 

িাদরন। 

এই গদবর্ণা প্রকল্পষ্টি বাাংলাদেশ হেলথ প্রদেশন ইনবিষ্টিউি, সাভাদরর প্রাবেষ্ঠাবনক 

ননবেকো িবরর্ে (বসআরবি- ববএইচবিআই/আই আর বব/০৯/২২/৬২৪) হথদক 

ির্ থাদলাবচে ও অনুদমাবেে েদ়েদছ। এই গদবর্না প্রকল্প িবরচালনা প্রসদে হর্ হকান 

উববগ্ন অথবা অবভদর্াগকারী বযশ্চক্ত প্রাবেষ্ঠাবনক ননবেকো িবরর্দের সাদথ এই নাম্বাদর 

(৭৭৪৫৪৬৪-৫) হর্াগাদর্াগ করদবন। 
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গদবষনা প্রথ্দক তনদজদক েতযাহার করা  াদব তক? 

আিবন সম্মবে প্রোন করা সদত্ত্বও, একষ্টি বনবেি সমদ়ের মদধয  গদবর্কদক হকান বযাখযা 

প্রোন করা ছা়োই বনদজর  অাংশগ্রেণ প্রেযাোর করদে িারদবন। বাবেল করার ির 

েথযসমূে বক বযবোর করা র্াদব বক র্াদবনা োর অনুমবে অাংশগ্রেণকারীর প্রেযাোর 

িদত্র (শুধুমাত্র হস্বচ্ছা়ে প্রেযাোরকারীর জনয প্রদর্াজয) উদেখ করা থাকদব। 
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    হকাড নাংংঃ 

পিতামাতার সম্মতত পত্র 

“অটিজম স্পেকট্রাম ডিসঅিডারে আক্রান্ত ডিশুরেে ঘুরমে গুণমান এবং দেনন্দিন 

কারজ অংিগ্রহরণে মরযে সম্পকড”-শীর্ থক গদবর্না়ে অাংশগ্রেদনর জনয আমাদক 

আমন্ত্রন জানাদনা েদ়েদছ। আবম িূব থবলবখে েথয িত্রষ্টি িদ়েবছ বা এিা আমাদক িদ়ে 

হশানাদনা েদ়েদছ। এই ববর্দ়ে আমার প্রশ্ন শ্চজজ্ঞাসা করার সুদর্াগ বছল এবাং হর্ হকান 

প্রদশ্নর জদনয আবম উত্তর হিদ়েবছ। এই গদবর্না়ে একজন অাংশগ্রেনকারী েবার জনয 

আবম হস্বচ্ছা়ে সম্মবে বেশ্চচ্ছ । 

অাংশগ্রেনকারীর নামংঃ 

অাংশগ্রেনকারীর স্বাক্ষরংঃ                                                                        োবরখংঃ   

বনরক্ষর ে়ে র্বে অাংশগ্রেণকারীর আেুদলর ছাি 

 

 

 

 

গদবর্ক ও সম্মবে কারীর বববৃবে  

আবম অাংশগ্রেনকারী হক অাংশগ্রেনকারীর েথযিত্রষ্টি িদ়ে শুবনদ়েবছ এবাং আমার 

সদব থাচ্চ সামথ থয অনুর্া়েী বনশ্চিে কদরবছ হর্, অাংশগ্রেনকারীর হবাধগময েদ়েদছ হর্, 

বনদনাক্ত ববর়্ে সমূে করা েদব। 

১) সকল েথয গদবর্ণার কাদজ বযবহৃে েদব। 

২) েথয সমূে সমূ্পণ থভাদব হগািনী়ে করা েদব। 

(৩) অাংশগ্রেনকারীর নাম ও িবরচ়ে প্রকাশ করা েদবনা। 

আবম বনশ্চিে কদরবছ হর্, এই ববর়্ে সম্পদকথ প্রশ্ন করার সুদর্াগ হেও়ো েদ়েদছ এবাং 

অাংশগ্রেনকাবর হর্ সকল প্রশ্ন শ্চজজ্ঞাসা কদরদছন, আমার সদব থাচ্চ সামথ থয অনুর্া়েী, 

হসগুদলার সষ্টিক উত্তর প্রোন করা েদ়েদছ। আবম বনশ্চিে কদরবছ হর্, হকান বাশ্চক্তদক 

সম্মবে োন করদে বাধয করা ে়েবন। বেবন অবাদধ অথবা হস্বচ্ছা়ে সম্মবে বেদ়েদছন। 

গদবর্দকর নামংঃ 

গদবর্দকর স্বাক্ষরংঃ                                                                      োবরখ:  

স্বাক্ষীর নাম:  

 

স্বাক্ষীর স্বাক্ষরংঃ                                                                            োবরখংঃ 
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অংশগ্রহণকারী েতযাহার পত্র 

 

(শুধুমাত্র হস্বচ্ছা়ে প্রেযাোর কারীর জনয প্রদর্াজয) 

 

অাংশগ্রেনকারীর নামংঃ………………………………………………………… 

 

প্রেযাোর করার কারনংঃ 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………… 

িূব থবেী েথয বযবোদররঅনুমবে থাকদব বকনা? 

েযা ুঁ / না  

 

অাংশগ্রেনকারীর নামংঃ 

 

অাংশগ্রেনকারীর স্বাক্ষরংঃ                                                                                       োবরখ 

 

বনরক্ষর ে়ে র্বে 

অাংশগ্রেণকারীর আেুদলর ছাি 
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Appendix C: Questionnaire 

Part I: Self-developed Questionnaire for ADLs Measurement [English Version] 

 

Self-developed Questionnaire for ADLs Measurement 

5=Independent 

4=Supervision 

3=Minimum Assistance 

2=Moderate Assistance 

1=Maximum Assistance 

0=Total Assistance 

 Visit number Score 

A Self-care Domain  

1 Eating: eating and drinking regular meals; do not include cutting, 

opening containers, or serving food from serving dishes 

 

 

2 Grooming: Brushing teeth, brushing or combing hair, and caring for 

the nose. 

 

 

3 Bathing: washing drying face and hands, taking a bath or shower, do 

not include getting in and out of a tub or shower, water preparation, 

or washing back or hair. 

 

 

4 Dressing Upper Body: all indoor clothes not including back fasteners; 

do not include getting clothes from closet or drawers. 

 

 

5 Dressing Lower Body: all indoor clothes including putting on or 

taking off the brace, do not include getting clothes from close it or 

drawers   

 

 

6 Toileting: clothes, toilet management, or external device use and 

hygiene. do not include toilet transfer, monitoring schedule, or 

cleaning up after the accident.  

 

 

7 Bladder Management: control of bladder day and night, monitoring 

schedule  
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8 Bowel Management: control of bowel day in night, monitoring 

schedule 

 

 

 Self-care total  

B Mobility Domain  

1 Bed Mobility: Getting in and out and changing positions in the child’s 

bed. 

 

 

2  Chair, Box, toilet transfers: the ability to transfer on a chair box or 

toilet   

 

 

 

3 Crawling: the ability to crawl on a bed or floor 

 

 

 

4 Indoor Locomotion: 50 feet (3-4 rooms); do not include opening 

doors or carrying objects  

 

 

 

5 Outdoor Locomotion:150 feet locomotion on a level surface focusing 

on physical ability to move outdoors.  

 

 

 

6  Stairs: client and decent a fool flight of stairs (15 to 12 the steps) 

 

 

 

 Mobility total  

 Total score  
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Part Ⅰ: Self-developed Questionnaire for ADLs Measurement [Bengali Version] 
 

 

৫=স্বাযীন, ৪=েত্ত্বাবযাযন, ৩=অল্প সহরযাডগো, ২=পডেডমে সহরযাডগো , ১=অরনক সহরযাডগো , 

০=পুরোপডুে সহরযাডগো  

 

 পডেেি ডন সংখ্োাঃ 

 

হস্কার 

১ ডনরজে যত্ন 

 

 

 ১.খাবার খ্াওযাাঃ ডনযডমে খ্ােে গ্রহন ও পাডন পান কো  ( মাংস স্পকরি খ্াওযা, স্পখ্ালা পাত্র 

অেবা খ্বাে পডেরবিনকােী পাত্র স্পেরক খ্াবাে পডেরবিন  অন্তভুডক্ত কো যারব না) 

 

 ২. সাজসজ্াাঃ ো াঁে ব্রাি কো, চু্ল ব্রাি কো অেবা ডচ্রুডন ডেরয আচ্োরনা এবং নারকে 

যত্ন স্পনযা। 

 

 ৩. স্পগাসল কোাঃ হাে -মুখ্ স্পযাযা ও মুছা, স্পগাসল কো অেবা িাওযাে স্পনযা। ( ঝন ডা ও 

বােিারব প্ররবি এবং স্পবে হওযা; পাডন বেবহারেে প্রস্তুডে এবং চু্ল পডেষ্কাে অন্তভুডক্ত কো 

যারব না) 

 

 ৪. িেীরেে উপে অংরি কাপড় পডেযানাঃ সকল যেরনে অন্তব ডাস পডেযান ও স্পখ্ালা 

(আলমাডে  বা ড্রযাে স্পেরক কাপড় স্পনযা অন্তভুডক্ত হরব না ) 

 

 ৫. িেীরেে ডনরচ্ে অংরি কাপড় পডেযানাঃ সকল যেরনে অন্তব ডাস পডেযান ও স্পখ্ালা ( 

আলমাডে অেবা ড্রযাে স্পেরক জামাকাপড় স্পনযা অন্তভুডক্ত হরব না) 

 

 

 ৬. িযরলটিংাঃ স্পপািাক, িযরলি বেবহাে এবং পডেষ্কাে পডেেন্নো ( িযরলি ট্রান্সফাে, 

সময পয ডরবক্ষণ এবং িযরলিে পে পডেষ্কাে অন্তভুডক্ত হরব না) 

 

 ৭. মূত্রািয বযবস্থািনা: োরে ও ডেরন মতূ্রািয আযরে োখ্া এবং সময পয ডরবক্ষণ কো। 

 

 

 ৮. অন্ত্র বেবস্থাপনাাঃ োরে ও ডেরন অরন্ত্রে কায ডক্রম আযরে োখ্া এবং সময পয ডরবক্ষণ 

কো। 

 

 ডনরজে যত্ন স্পমাি স্পকাে 

 

 

২ চ্লারফোে স্পিারমইন  

 

 

 ১. ডবছানায গড়াগডড়াঃ ডবছানায বাচ্চাে উঠানামা এবং অবস্থান পডেবেডন কো।  

 ২. স্পচ্যাে, বাক্স / ি়েদলি ট্রান্সোরংঃ স্পচ্যাে, বক্স ও িযরলি স্পেরক জাযগা পডেবেডরনে 

সক্ষমো। 
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 ৩. হামাগুডড়াঃ ডবছানা এবং স্পমরঝরে হামাগুডড় স্পেযাে সক্ষমো।  

 ৪. অন্তডব ডবাগ চ্লারফোাঃ ৫০ ফুি (৩-৪ রুম) ( েেজা স্পখ্ালা এবং স্পকান বস্তু বহন কো 

অন্তগ ডে কো যারব না) 

 

 ৫. বডহডডবভাগ চ্লারফোোঃ  ১৫০ ফুি েরূদের মদধয চ্লারফো। অনুভূডেকভারব এবং বাডহরে 

চ্লাচ্রলে িােীডেক গডেডবডযে উপে গুরুত্ব ডেরে হরব। 

 

 ৬. ডসডড়াঃ (১২-১৫) যারপে ডসডড়রে  উঠানামা  কো।  

 স্পমাি চ্লারফো স্পকাে  
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Part II: Children’s Sleep Habit Questionnaire (English Version) 
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Part II: Children’s Sleep Habit Questionnaire (Bengali Version) 
 

বচল্দেন বিি েযাববি হকাদিবন়োর (বস এস এইচ বকউ) / বশশুর ঘুদমর অভযাদসর প্রশ্নাববল 

                                

 

বননবলবখে বববৃবেগুদলা আিনার সন্তাদনর ঘুদমর অভযাস এবাং ঘুদমর সম্ভাবনা অসুববধা সম্পবকথে। 

প্রদশ্নর হেও়োর সম়ে আিনার সন্তাদনর গে সপ্তাদের সাংঘষ্টিে ঘুদমর অভযাদসর কথা বলুন। র্বে গে 

সপ্তাদে হকাদনা বনবেথি কারদণ আিনার সন্তাদনর ঘমু অস্বাভাববক ে়ে (হর্মনংঃ আিনার সন্তাদনর কাদন 

ইনদেকশন েদ়েদছ এবাং ভাদলা ঘমু ে়েবন বা ষ্টিবভ হসি হভদে বগদ়েদছ) োেদল সাম্প্রবেকেম খবু কাদছর 

সপ্তােষ্টি হবদছ বনন। র্বে সপ্তাদে ৫ বার বা োর হববশ বার অভযাস গুদলা সাংঘষ্টিে ে়ে োেদল উত্তর বেন 

"প্রা়ে"। র্বে সপ্তাদে ২-৪ বার সাংঘষ্টিে ে়ে োেদল উত্তর বেন। “মাদঝ মাদঝ। র্বে সপ্তাদে কখনই না বা ১ 

বার সাংঘষ্টিে ে়ে োেদল উত্তর বেন "কোবচ” এছা়োও বশশুরা ঘুদমর অভযাদস হকাদনা সমসযা আদছ বকনা 

োর উত্তর বেন "েযা ুঁ, "না" বা "প্রদর্াজয ন়ে"। 

 

ঘুমারনাে সময : 

ডিশুে ঘমুারনাে সময ডলখ্ুন 

    প্রায   মারঝ  

মারঝ             

কোডচ্ৎ                                

সমসো?  

১ ডিশু  প্রবে রাদে একই সমরয ঘমুারে যায (আে) (১)    েযা ুঁ/না/ 

প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

২ ডিশু  ডবছানায যাওযাে ২০ ডমডনরিে মরযে ঘডুমরয পরড় 

(আে ) (২) 

   েযা ুঁ/না/ 

প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

৩ ডিশু ডনরজে ডবছানায একা ঘুডমরয পরড় (আে ) (৩)     েযা ুঁ/না/ 

প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

৪ ডিশু বাবা-মারযে বা ভাইরবারনে ডবছানায ঘডুমরয 

পরড়(৪)  

   েযা ুঁ/না/ 

প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

৫ ডিশুরক স্পোল ডেরল বা ছন্দম়ে নরাচরা করাদল ঘডুমরয 

পরড় 

   েযা ুঁ/না/ 

প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

৬ ডিশুে ঘমুারনাে সম়ে ডবরিষ ডকছু বস্তুে  প্ররযাজন ে়ে 

(পুেুল, ডবরিষ কম্বল ইেযাবে) 

   েযা ুঁ/না/ 

প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

৭ ডিশু ঘমুারনাে সময  বাবা-মাে  প্ররযাজন ে়ে (৫)    েযা ুঁ/না/ 

প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 
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৮ ডিশু ঘমুারনাে সময ডবছানায ঘুমারে স্পযরে প্রস্তুে 

োরক 

   েযা ুঁ/না/ 

প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

৯ ডিশু ঘমুারনাে সময ডবছানায স্পযরে অনীহা প্রকাি 

করে  

   েযা ুঁ/না/ 

প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

১০ ডিশু ঘুমারনাে সময ডবেক্ত করে  (কান্না কো , ডবছানায 

অবস্থান কেরে চ্ায না ইেযাবে) (৬)  

   েযা ুঁ/না/ 

প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

১১ ডিশু অন্ধকারে ঘমুারে ভয পায (৭)    েযা ুঁ/না/ 

প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

১২ ডিশু একা ঘুমারে ভয পায (৮)    েযা ুঁ/না/ 

প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

ঘুরমে আচ্েণ  

ডিশুে প্রডেডেরনে  ঘুরমে  পডেমাণাঃ                   ঘন্টা এবং               ডমডনি। 

(রাদের ঘমু এবাং বেদনর ঘুম একদত্র) 

  প্রায             মারঝ 

মারঝ              

কোডচ্ৎ সমসো?  

১৩ ডিশু অল্প সময ঘমুায (৯)    েযা ুঁ/না/ প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

১৪ ডিশু  স্পবডি ঘমুায    েযা ুঁ/না/ প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

১৫ ডিশু পডেডমে ঘুমায (আর) (১০)    েযা ুঁ/না/ প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

১৬ ডিশু প্রডেডেন একই পডেমাণ ঘমুায (আর) (১১)    েযা ুঁ/না/ প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

১৭ ডিশু োরে ডবছানায প্রসাব করে (১২)    েযা ুঁ/না/ প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

১৮ ডিশু ঘুরমে মরযে কো বরল (১৩)    েযা ুঁ/না/ প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

১৯ ডিশু ঘুরমে মরযে অডস্থে োরক এবং অরনক 

নড়াচ্ড়া করে (১৪) 

   েযা ুঁ/না/ প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

২০ ডিশু রাদে ঘুরমে মরযে ো ুঁিাহাটি করে (১৫)     েযা ুঁ/না/ প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

২১ ডিশু রাদে ঘুরমে মরযে অনে কারো ডবছানায চদল 

যায (বাবা-মা, ভাই, স্পবান ইেোডে) (১৬)  

   েযা ুঁ/না/ প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

২২ ডিশু ঘুরমে মরযে িেীে বোোর কথা বদল  

যডে োই হয, স্পকাোয? 

    েযা ুঁ/না/ প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

২৩ ডিশু ঘুরমে মরযে ো াঁে স্পপষণ করে (আপনাে ডিশুে 

ো াঁরেে িাক্তাে আপনারক এটি বরল োকরে পারে 

(১৭) 

   েযা ুঁ/না/ প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

২৪ ডিশু স্পজারে স্পজারে নাক িারক (১৮)    েযা ুঁ/না/ প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 
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২৫ ডিশুে ঘুরমে সময শ্বাস বন্ধ হরয যায বরল মরন হয 

(১৯) 

   েযা ুঁ/না/ প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

২৬ ডিশু ঘুরমে সময নাক িারক বা নাক স্পচ্রপ যরে    েযা ুঁ/না/ প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

২৭ ডিশুে ডনরজে বাডড় ছাড়া অনে স্পকাোয ঘমুারে 

সমসো হয (হর্মনংঃ আত্মী়ে স্বজদনর বাব়ে, ছুষ্টিদে 

অনয হকাথা়ে হগদল (২১) 

   েযা ুঁ/না/ প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

২৮ ডিশু ঘুরমে সমসো সম্পরকড অডভরযাগ করে।    েযা ুঁ/না/ প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

২৯ ডিশু োরে ডচ্ৎকাে করে, স্পঘরম এবং অস্বন্দিরবায 

করে স্পজরগ ওরঠ (২২) 

   েযা ুঁ/না/ প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

৩০ ডিশু ভযঙ্কে স্বপ্ন স্পেরখ্ শশ্চিে েদ়ে স্পজরগ 

ওরঠ।(২৩) 

   েযা ুঁ/না/ প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

 

োরে হজদগ উিা  

      প্রায           মারঝ 

মারঝ            

কোডচ্ৎ সমসো?  

৩১ ডিশু োরে একবাে স্পজরগ ওরঠ (২৪)    েযা ুঁ/না/ প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

৩২ ডিশু োরে এরকে অডযকবাে  স্পজরগ ওরঠ 

(২৫) 

   েযা ুঁ/না/ প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

৩৩ ডিশু স্পজরগ ওঠাে পরে কারো সাহাযে ছাড়াই 

পুনোয  ঘডুমরয পরড়  

            েযা ুঁ/না/ প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

 

ডিশু োরে কয ডমডনরিে জনে স্পজরগ উরঠ  ডলখ্ুন 

 

 

সকারল ঘুম স্পেরক হজদগ উিা 

ডিশু সাযােণে সকারল কখ্ন ঘমু স্পেরক উরঠ োে সময ডলখ্নু  

  প্রায            মারঝ 

মারঝ             

কোডচ্ৎ সমসো?  

৩৪ ডিশু ডনজ স্পেরকই স্পজরগ উরঠ (আর) (২৬)    েযা ুঁ/না/প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

৩৫ ডিশু এলাম ড ঘডড় বাজরল স্পজরগ উরঠ     েযা ুঁ/না/প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

৩৬ ডিশু স্পনডেবাচ্ক স্পমজাজ  ডনরয স্পজরগ ওরঠ 

(২৭) 

   েযা ুঁ/না/প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 
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৩৭ পডেবারেে প্রাপ্ত বযকো বা ভাইরবান ডিশুরক 

জাবগদ়ে হোদল  (২৮) 

   েযা ুঁ/না/প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

৩৮ ডিশুে সকারল ঘুম স্পেরক উঠরে  কষ্ট হয 

(২৯)   

   েযা ুঁ/না/প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

৩৯ ডিশুে সকারল ঘুম ঘমু ভাব কাটিরয   উঠরে 

অরনক সময লারগ (৩০) 

   েযা ুঁ/না/প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

৪০ ডিশু খুব হভাদর স্পজরগ উরঠ    েযা ুঁ/না/প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

৪১ ডিশুরেে সকারল ভারলাই কু্ষো লারগ     েযা ুঁ/না/প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

 

 

 

ডেরনে ঘুম 

  প্রায           মারঝ 

মারঝ 

কোডচ্ৎ সমসো?  

৪২ ডিশু ডেরনে স্পবলায ঘমুায।    েযা ুঁ/না/ প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

৪৩ ডিশু হিাে কারজে মরযে/ স্পখ্লাে মরযে  

ঘুডমরয পরড়  

   েযা ুঁ/না/ প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

৪৪ ডিশুরক ক্লান্ত মরন হয (৩১)     েযা ুঁ/না/ প্রদর্াজয ন়ে 

 

গে সপ্তারহ, আপনাে সন্তারনে ডনম্নডলডখ্ে কারজে সমরয ঘুম ঘুম ভাব হরযরছ বা ঘুডমরয পরড়রছ (যা 

প্ররযাজে সব পেীক্ষা করে স্পেখ্ুন):  

  ঘুম-ঘমু   

ভাব হযডন           

খ্ুব ঘুম ঘমু  

ভাব েদ়েদছ             

ঘুডমরয পরড়হছ                 

৪৫ ডনরজ ডনরজ  স্পখ্লা    

৪৬ টিডভ স্পেখ্া (৩২)    

৪৭ গাডড়রে চ্ড়া    

৪৮ খ্াবাে খ্াওযা (৩৩)     
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Part III: Socio-demographic Information (English and Bangla) 
 

Socio-demographic Information 

 

Name of Father/Mother:                             Parents age: 

Occupation of Father/Mother: 

Address: ................................................Mobile Number: .......................... 

Name of child: 

Child's age: 

Gender: Boy / Girl 

Child education: Yes / No  

If yes: special school/ Inclusive school 

Location of Data Collection: In-patient/outpatient unit 

Is any present medicine? yes/no 

Name of medicine: .......................... Cause: 

 

Date of information: 
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জনসংখ্যা সংক্রান্ত  তথ্য 

 

ডপো /মাোে নামাঃ                                                                          ডপো /মাোে বযসাঃ                                       

ডিক্ষাগে স্পযাগেোাঃ                                                                         ডপো /মাোে স্পপিাাঃ 

টঠকানাাঃ ................................................স্পমাবাইল নম্বোঃ ........................... 

ডিশুে নামাঃ         

ডিশুে বযসাঃ 

ডলঙ্গাঃ স্পছরল / স্পমরয 

ডিশুে পড়াশুনাাঃ স্পকান কুল পরড় ডক?          হো াঁ/ না 

উেে হো াঁ হরল স্পকাণটিাঃ ববদশর্ সু্কল/অন্তভুথক্ত সু্কল  

েেে সংগ্ররহে স্থানাঃ অন্তডবভাগ/বডহডডবভাগ 

বেডমারন স্পকারনা ঔষয গ্রহন করে কী?          হো াঁ/না   

উেে হো াঁ হরল, ঔষরযে নামাঃ ...........................   কােণাঃ 
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